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Dance
at the
Festival

Host a Conference
and We’ll Hook You Up

Professor Neil Loneragan
Director, Centre for Fish &
Fisheries Research
Murdoch University

Perth Convention Bureau offers up to $50,000 in assistance to help organisations of all
kinds bring national and international conferences to Western Australia.
We just helped Neil bring the 8th Indo Pacific Fish Conference and 2009
Australian Society for Fish Biology Workshop & Conference to Fremantle.
Hosting a conference can have huge benefits like raising your personal or
professional profile, increasing membership for your association, attracting
sponsors and showcasing local expertise.
So why not let us do the legwork? Speak to us and we’ll show you 50,000 good
reasons to host your conference at home.

(08) 9218 2900
www.pcb.com.au
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UWA farewells AusAID students
PhD student Harsh urges graduating
colleagues to remember their time at UWA
(see IN FOCUS).
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Exploring the oceans

M E M B E

R

UWA researchers are gaining a better
understanding of the way our oceans work and of
their rich marine life – sometimes from oil and gas
drilling platforms. (see Understanding the ocean
and Exploring our ‘big blue backyard’).
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in focus

Once upon a Festival…
Once upon a time, when it was a fledgling among
international arts festivals, the Perth International Arts Festival
focused on importing the world’s best theatre, music, dance
and film to a capital city hungry for quality entertainment.
Today the southern hemisphere’s longest-running
festival – that had its genesis at UWA and still ‘lives’ on
campus – has expanded its brief and its reach. While
impressive imports are its lifeblood, the strong vein of local
productions and premieres featured in Festival 2010 are a
drawcard for audiences that topped 330,000 last year.
Local input for the program ranges from the traditional
Noongar welcome to a much anticipated new production of
Benjamin Britten’s Peter Grimes. The latter is a co-production
involving Opera Australia, Houston Grand Opera, the WA
Opera and PIAF.
Other home-grown offerings include the premiere of
Deckchair Theatre’s Grace based on the novel by WA
author Robert Drewe, and the recent Black Swan Theatre
and Company B Belvoir’s production of Tony Briggs’ The
Sapphires.
Another world premiere stirring interest is Tom Holloway’s
Love Me Tender, which dramatises elements of the Black
Saturday bushfires. It is a co-production involving Company
B Belvoir and Griffin Theatre Company in association with the
Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts.
In the sphere of dance, there will be much to enjoy,
including the WA Ballet’s new version of The Rite of Spring, a
showstopper under the stars at the Quarry Amphitheatre, that
provides our cover illustration.
Festival Director Shelagh Magadza’s third PIAF program
runs the gamut from spectacular acrobatics to intimate oneman shows. Some 1,000 artists from around the world will
join Australian performers making our cultural capital ‘home’
for several weeks.
“This year we invite the WA public to connect with us as
never before,” says the Festival Director whose stewardship
has seen unprecedented audience growth. Along with
2
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performing arts, the visual arts, literature and film play an
important role in the program. While the Festival runs to
March 1, the Lotterywest Festival Films (at UWA’s Somerville
Auditorium and ECU’s Joondalup Pines) will be screened
until 18 April. In an exciting collaboration with the European
Film Academy, film lovers will be able to view the best short
films from Europe during free screenings. Award-winning
dramas, comedies, animation and documentaries are
included in Short Matters at UWA’s Dolphin Theatre from
24 – 28 February.
The Perth Writers Festival over the long weekend
(26 February – 1 March) will see readers and writers
converging on UWA. The writers’ precinct comprises café
facilities, picnic areas and a bookshop and will host writers
including William Dalrymple, Patrick Gale, Sally Vickers,
Thomas Kenneally and Alex Miller. On 28 February children
become the focus with Family Day workshops, games and
story-telling.
Those participating may take the opportunity to also visit
the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, which is presenting Ricky
Maynard: Portrait of a Distant Land until 2 May.
Tasmanian photographer Ricky Maynard believes the
photograph has the power to ‘frame a culture’ and 60 of his
evocative images are on display. His black and white works
cover a broad range of themes and issues facing Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people today. The viewer moves
from the serene landscapes that follow song lines and tribal
movements to confronting contemporary images.
For details of all Festival programs, visit the website:
www.perthfestival.com.au, or phone +61 8 6488 5555.
Above: (left to right) Lotterywest Film Season’s Max Manus, the
real life story of a resistance fighter in Nazi-occupied Norway;
The White Ribbon, a meditation on repression and tradition on
the eve of WW1; The Sicilian Girl, a riveting tale about a village
woman who breaks the Mafia code of silence; and Skin, a study
of Apartheid’s racism

in focus
Zoning in on strategic alliances

Senior executive joins
ARC Advisory Council
UWA’s recently-appointed
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research), Professor
Robyn Owens, has been
invited to join the Australian
Research Council Advisory
Council, the nation’s preeminent research advisory
body. Professor Owens
is a mathematician and
computer scientist. In
her previous role as Pro
Vice-Chancellor (Research
and Training) she led the
development and research
training of over 1,900
research students.

Mathematician is
Scientist of the Year
Australia’s most highly
cited mathematician,
UWA’s Professor Cheryl
Praeger, has won many
international honours. She
was the first woman to be
elected president of the
Australian Mathematical
Society in 1992, a decade
after being appointed
Professor of Mathematics
at UWA. In December, the
professor, well known for
her enthusiastic promotion
of mathematics, became
WA Scientist of the Year.
Also recognised at the
award ceremony was
Associate Professor Kevin
Pfleger who was named
Young Scientist of the Year
for his work in developing
novel technology to identify
receptors important in the
treatment of disease.

Young Scientist of the Year,
Associate Professor
Kevin Pfleger

Summer School
attractions
Learning is a lifelong
process and there’s never
been a better time to
explore the many paths to
informal learning on offer
at UWA, including lectures
and concerts, seminars,
workshops and exhibitions.

High powered discussions at In the Zone: Chinese Ambassador Zhang Junsai, UWA Chancellor
Dr Michael Chaney; Rio Tinto Chief Executive Tom Albanese, Diplomatic Editor of the Times of India,
Indrani Bagchi, US Ambassador-Designate Professor Kim Beazley, Nobel Laureate UWA Professor
Barry Marshall, Deputy Leader of the Federal Opposition Julie Bishop, Rio Tinto Chief Executive
Australia Operations Sam Walsh and Dr Philip Lowe, Assistant Governor of the Reserve Bank

November’s In the Zone conference was a landmark event for UWA and arguably the most
significant gathering of leaders – in the strategic spheres of government, business, research
and education – to be hosted by a Western Australian university.
The conference brought together delegates from nations within the time zone that Western
Australians share with 60 per cent of the world’s population. They gathered in well-appointed
function rooms at the University Club and strolled through our National Estate-registered
gardens, pursuing debates generated by conference sessions.
The guest list included key individuals charting the future of a nation that UWA Chancellor
Dr Michael Chaney dubbed “an economic powerhouse”.
Dr Chaney cited the push by UWA and Curtin University of Technology to host the world’s
most ambitious astronomy project – the $2.5 billion Square Kilometre Array – as an example
of Australia’s quest to lead world investigations.
The UWA conference, he said, underpinned the University’s role as a thought leader in the
world’s most important region.
In mounting the conference, UWA clearly asserted a leadership role in generating regional
dialogue.
“The topics under discussion here – trade and investment, energy supply and demand,
economic prosperity – are common threads that bind our future,” said Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alan Robson.
Also discussed was the importance of security issues within the region and the need
to work together to counter terrorism. Included in the discussion were Australia’s US
Ambassador-Designate, UWA’s Professor Kim Beazley and Dr Richard Smith, Visiting Fellow
at the Lowy Institute for International Policy and Special Envoy to Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Both are UWA graduates.
Hailed as a success, the University is considering making the In the Zone conference a
biennial event.
Right now UWA
Extension’s Summer
School line-up of visitors
includes an extensive
cast of experts who can
teach you to master your
computer, camera or guitar,
to write grammatically
and dramatically, to paint,
manage projects, speed
read or learn a language –
including Latin. For more
information go to: http://
www.extension.uwa.edu.au/
or phone: 6488 2433.
The other good news is
that UWA Extension is now
sponsoring Perth Upmarket
which brings together
some of the city’s most

talented artists, designers,
stylists and craftspeople.
At its new venue, Winthrop
Hall, market days will be
on 28 March, 27 June,
12 September and 28
November.

Reconnect with
alumniConnect
UWA’s Office of
Development and Alumni
Relations is preparing to
launch an online community
for UWA graduates –
alumniConnect – that will
enrich and broaden the
graduate experience. This
social and professional

networking site will allow
for quick and interactive
engagement with other
alumni and the University.
With easy registration steps,
it is expected that graduates
will embrace the community
and make good use of its
media tools.
Dr Campbell Thomson,
Director of the Office of
Development, says that
alumniConnect will enable
graduates to form personal
and professional interest
groups and to be involved
in a range of activities,
including job placements
and mentoring. New media
tools available within
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alumniConnect will be a
drawcard for graduates
already savvy in using social
media. Registered members
will be able to put their
own stamp on their online
experience by customising
and sharing photos, blogs,
videos and by joining chat
rooms – all within a safe and
secure online environment.
Local, national and
international graduates
who have participated in a
pilot project have already
provided enthusiastic
and invaluable feedback
on the functionality of
alumniConnect. For more
information about this
dynamic new mode of
communication coming your
way, contact the Office of
Development and Alumni
Relations on +61 8 6488
7222.

UWA’s Rhodes
Scholars
In this issue we talk to UWA
Rhodes Scholar Dustin
Stuart who is heading to
Oxford later this year. Also
Oxford bound – as one of
Australia’s three Rhodes
Scholars at Large – is
Arts-Law graduate Jessica
Panegyres (pictured) who
won a swag of awards at
UWA including the Rob
Riley Prize and the Ciara
Glennon Memorial Law
Scholarship.

Jessica also has an
impressive community
service record, having
volunteered to work
with refugees, the Red
Cross, the Environmental
Defender’s Office and other
organisations. The UWA
graduate plans to enrol in
a Masters of Philosophy
in Politics at Oxford and
hopes to become an active
contributor to Australian
public debate.
The Rhodes Trust offers
11 scholarships in Australia
each year, one for each
State and three for Australia
at Large.
4
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UWA farewells AusAID students

Malawian Master of Science graduate
Jamu Edister with his family

When AusAID students recently gathered beneath the green
canopy of the Tropical Grove for a ceremony marking the
completion of studies, guests were impressed by the range
of skills they had acquired – and will take back to their home
countries.
There were engineers from Indonesia, teachers from
Bhutan, agricultural scientists from India, Africa and the
Philippines. In all, some 24 students participated, including
two Saudi Arabian students sponsored by the petroleum
company Saudi Aramco.
The students who had received AusAID scholarships
were part of a wider group of 2,400 scholarship winners
from more than 30 countries. The UWA cohort came “from
as far east as Kiribati, as far north as Bhutan and as far west
as Botswana,” observed Vice-Chancellor Professor Alan
Robson. Most completed postgraduate studies.
Professor Robson noted that Australia’s Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Stephen Smith – a UWA graduate – had
pressed for the extension of Australian Scholarships to
address capacity building in Africa, and over the next five
years some 1,000 African students will benefit from this
initiative.
“This University is committed to the belief that education
and knowledge play a vital role in developing societies that
respect people from different cultural backgrounds,” said
Professor Robson.
That sentiment was echoed by Indian student Harsh
(pictured on page 1) who responded on behalf of the
students.
“Remember this moment!” the agricultural science
student urged her colleagues. “Recall that first day at UWA
when we were welcomed into an academic world full of
diversity – diversity in education, experience and in culture.
“Remember those friends we have made from all parts
of the world – a great multicultural experience we now take
back to our countries.
“Today marks a milestone: the conclusion of an important
journey and the beginning
of another. However
different our life paths will
be, remember we are all
graduates of one university,
sharing the common
concepts of excellence,
knowledge, spirituality and
freedom.
“UWA has given us
an excellent academic
training, quality curriculum,
well-equipped libraries
and laboratories – and the
freedom to use our ideas,
believe in our abilities and
contribute to the academic
AusAID scholarship graduate
community.”
Uzma Rana from Pakistan

New titles from
UWA Publishing
UWA Publishing was
delighted to learn that David
Ritter’s The Native Title
Market was shortlisted for
the 2009 Human Rights
Award in Literature. The
author, a UWA graduate,
worked as a native title
lawyer for 14 years
and challenges popular
myths about native title
agreements.
This was one of
several compelling titles
recently released by UWA
Publishing, including Simon
Adams’ The Unforgiving
Rope, Murder and Hanging
on Australia’s Western
Frontier, Peter Read’s
Tripping Over Feathers,
Scenes in the life of Joy
Janaka Wiradjuri Williams
and “It’s still in my heart, this
is my country” the Single
Noongar Claim History
produced by the South
West Aboriginal Land and
Sea Council (John Host
with Chris Owen). For
more information, visit the
website: http://www.uwap.
uwa.edu.au/
Another significant
release is World Ocean
Census, a Global Survey
of Marine Life. This lavishly
illustrated book is the result
of the first international
collaboration to catalogue
the diversity of life in the
world’s oceans.

New energy law
diploma offered
Powered by its resources,
Western Australia sidestepped the global financial
crisis and the expanding
energy sector continues
to attract graduates keen
to pursue careers in the
industry. This year, the Law
Faculty is offering a new
Graduate Diploma in Energy
Law through its Centre for
Mining, Energy and Natural
Resources.
The Centre’s Associate
Director, Perth lawyer John
Chandler, says that as
WA emerges as a global
centre of excellence in
mining and energy, it needs
leading professionals in key
disciplines, including law.
For more information visit
the website: www.law.uwa.
edu.au/courses/postgrad/
grad_dip_energy_law

in focus
Albany celebrates…
The UWA Albany Centre, which recently celebrated its 10th
anniversary, is a fine example of the ways in which this
University responds to community needs, in partnership
with governments and local councils.
Through the 1990s, residents, local government and the
Great Southern Development Corporation (GSDC) lobbied
for a university presence in the south coast town.
Pressure came from across the board – parents of
students not yet ready to leave home for tertiary studies,
graduates with skills to share, local high school teachers
urging pupils to pursue tertiary studies, and retirees who
wanted the intellectual stimulation a tertiary institution
inevitably generates.
In 1999 this core of activists had the satisfaction of
seeing the UWA Albany Centre open for business in the ‘Old
Headmaster’s House’ of a local school. Also established,
with enthusiastic community support, was the Friends of
UWA Albany chaired by Sheena Prince.
A year later the GSDC secured an infrastructure grant to
purchase equipment, IT systems and library books, and to
fund the development of new courses and scholarships.
The Federal Government then funded the refurbishment of
the Old Post Office and the redevelopment of the Albany
Public Library. A year later UWA won HECS funding for
Albany students and established the Centre of Excellence in
Natural Resource Management.
However, these landmarks tell only half the story. The
human interest perspective reported by local newspapers
shows the pride of students receiving awards and
scholarships; the research that underpins the improved
health of regional waterways; the taste for rural practice
acquired by medical students learning to deliver babies and
relate to patients through the UWA Rural Clinical School;
and the delight of patrons when the Perth Festival comes
to town.
Recent landmarks include collaboration with UWA’s
School of Indigenous Studies to launch a university
preparation program and a new $6m Albany Sciences
Building supported by the State Government’s Royalties
for Regions program and the Department of Educational
Services.

Mayor Albany Milton Evans, the Governor Dr Ken Michael,
Centre Director Barbara Black and Professor Bill Louden,
Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor

The Chinese
connection
Planning a trip to China for
business or pleasure?
UWA’s Confucius Institute
based at our historic
Claremont campus has
become a well-utilised
resource, offering language
and cultural courses and
business workshops.
Language courses are
offered four times a year

and workshops target the
business community. Short
cultural courses (calligraphy,
cooking, painting and tea
ceremony) are also proving
attractive to the community.
A joint venture between
UWA and the Office of the
Chinese Language Council
International in Beijing,
the Institute’s events
are listed at http://www.
confuciusinstitute.uwa.
edu.au/

Calendar images are winners

If you’re still looking for a great calendar, we have two
suggestions, both in support of worthy causes.
There are plenty of memorable images taken by fifth year
medical students working in developing countries in the
LINCS (Local + International Needs Contribution Scheme)
calendar. The cover features an exuberant Rob Henderson
with children in Madang, Papua New Guinea (above).
Copies are available by emailing: lincs@wamss.org.au
LINCS is run by medical students who gather reusable,
superseded and surplus medical equipment and supplies to
take to developing countries.
The UWA Friends of the Grounds photography contest
last year attracted a host of images which appear in their
calendar. They include the spectacularly lit University Club
entrance, the inscribed wooden benches that are a favourite
perch for kookaburras, and Winthrop Hall at twilight. Several
of the photographers work on campus.
You can purchase the calendar at the UWA Visitors
Centre or by visiting the Friends of the Grounds website:
www.development.uwa.edu.au/friends/fog/competition

Nobel Laureates
at UWA
In November, this University
had the pleasure of hosting
three Nobel Laureates on
campus – and the wider
community was able to
benefit from their expertise.
UWA’s School of
Physics welcomed two
Nobel Laureates to the
Frontiers of Fundamental
Physics Symposium held in
Australia for the first time.
Gerard ‘t Hooft, Professor
in Theoretical Physics at
Utrecht University in the
Netherlands, won the 1999
Nobel Prize for Physics
while Douglas Osheroff,
Professor of Physics and
Applied Physics at Stanford
University in California, won
the 1996 award.
Members of the public
had a chance to hear
Professor Osheroff talking
on How Advancements in
Science are Made at the
inaugural Marshall-Warren
Lecture at UWA
The free lecture series
honours the achievements
of UWA Professor Barry

Marshall and Emeritus
Professor Robin Warren,
joint recipients of the 2005
Nobel Prize in Physiology
or Medicine, for groundbreaking ulcer research.
During a free public
lecture at the University
Club, the third Nobel
Laureate, Professor Carl
Weiman (2001 award for
Physics) addressed the
issue of improving the
teaching of science.

Indigenous journeys
in medicine
In his inaugural Closing
the Gap report speech to
Parliament, Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd paid tribute to
Indigenous doctors and
medical students, speaking
of “the successes of
ordinary people, sometimes
against extraordinary odds
– the stories that we don’t
often hear about”.
The Australian Indigenous
Doctors Association felt
those stories needed to be
shared – and Journeys into
Medicine has done a great
job in doing so. The book
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features 15 Indigenous
doctors and five medical
students, including several
UWA graduates.
Professor Helen Milroy,
Director of UWA’s Centre
for Aboriginal Medical and
Dental Health (a former
AIDA President) recalls
her grandmother’s pride
when she began studying
at UWA. “My grandmother
would go up to strangers
in a shopping centre and
say ‘that’s my granddaughter; she’s going to be
a doctor’. It was actually
quite embarrassing, but to
see the smile and the pride
on her face was lovely,” she
writes.

A PDF version of
Journeys into Medicine
can be downloaded from
the Australian Indigenous
Doctors Association
website: http://www.aida.
org.au/pdf/Journeys.pdf
Recently UWA had the
pleasure of congratulating
David Plichta as its
first Indigenous dental
graduate. The University
has a comprehensive
program for attracting
Indigenous students into
dentistry, medicine and
health sciences and David
became interested in
dentistry following a Year
10 camp. His sister also
hopes to study medicine
at UWA.

Historical Society
meets

Professor Helen Milroy
pictured in Journeys into
Medicine

At the UWA centre she
now heads, Professor Milroy
is guiding a new generation
of students through their
studies. In the book she
writes: “My daughter is
currently studying medicine
and I know her battles will
be different to mine and
I am excited about the
prospect of two generations
of doctors within our family.”
Also featured are UWA
graduates Dr Stephanie
Trust, Dr Kiarna Adams and
Dr Catherine Engelke who
pay tribute to the support
provided by the Centre
for Aboriginal Medical and
Dental Health.
The Centre was recently
awarded the 2009 LIMElight
award for leading innovation
in curriculum development
and implementation of a
comprehensive Indigenous
health curriculum across
the medical course. The
2009 award for outstanding
leadership went to Professor
Milroy. The awards were
presented at the December
biennial conference of the
LIME (Leaders in Indigenous
Medical Education)
conference in Melbourne.
6
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In the lead up to centenary
celebrations in 2013,
interest in the University’s
history is mounting – and
the UWA Historical Society
is planning events to keep
interest on the boil.
On 24 February, the
society is planning a social
mixer and information
sharing evening that will be
hosted by the Royal WA
Historical Society at Stirling
House from 5.30 – 7.00pm.
For more information or
to join the UWA Historical
Society, please contact
Shobha Cameron on 6488
3556 or email: shobha.
cameron@uwa.edu.au
The Society’s annual
Heritage Walks will take
place on 11,18 and 25
May (9.30 – 11.30am).
For bookings call UWA
Extension on 6488 2433
or email: extension@uwa.
edu.au
For further information
about the society’s
activities, visit the website:
www.development.uwa.
edu.au/friends/historicalsociety

The Clough Circle
Catching up with graduates
is always a pleasure and in
March recipients of Clough
Engineering Scholarships
will gather at UWA for the
inaugural Clough Circle
Celebration.
Under the leadership
of Dr Harold Clough and
with the support of Clough
Limited, 140 scholarships
have been awarded to

UWA art treasures in new book

Garry Shead & Brett Whiteley, Portrait of D H Lawrence,
1972, oil on door panelling, paper, sea shell, photograph
under perspex, 101.5x162.6 cm, Dr Albert Gild Fund, 1979.
Copyright Garry Shead and the estate of Brett Whiteley

More than 130 works from the UWA Art Collection have
become more accessible to art lovers in a new book:
A partial view: The University of Western Australia art
collection.
Sixty years ago the University received its first major
donations of Australian art and its first major bequest to buy
art. As early as 1953 it was acquiring controversial Sidney
Nolan works that today are in demand for exhibitions across
the world.
“Public art collections are built to tell stories – of art
and its development, but also of the larger culture, of how
we understand our world, of what people believe to be
important, and how we live. Great art collections like this
must be public. That includes exhibiting and sharing them,”
said John Barrett-Lennard, Director of the UWA gallery.
One of the most intriguing works in the book evokes
the memory of author D H Lawrence’s 1922 stay in a
New South Wales coastal town where he wrote the novel
Kangaroo.
In 1971, artists Gary Shead and Brett Whiteley set up a
work space next to the cliff-top house in which Lawrence
stayed. The result is a diptych composed on two hinged
door panels. The artists worked separately, only recognising
the complementary nature of their paintings on completion.
outstanding UWA
engineering graduates
since 1968.
Dr Clough himself is
one of the most decorated
and respected engineers
in Australasia. The UWA
graduate was awarded
First Class Honours in
Engineering and a Fulbright
Scholarship took him to
the University of California.
One of his early landmark
achievements was working
as Assistant Project
Manager on Perth’s Narrows
Bridge, which boasted stateof-the-art design in 1957
and was among the longest
pressed tension concrete
span bridges in the world at
that time.
For more information
about the Clough Circle
Celebration, see The
Engineering Essential

newsletter or contact
Quang Ly on +61 8 6488
4772 or email: quang.ly@
uwa.edu.au

The breast cancer
journey
UWA’s Professor Christobel
Saunders and colleague Dr
Sunil Jassal of the School
of Surgery, are the authors
of a very accessible new
book covering all aspects of
breast cancer with a focus
on the patient’s journey
from diagnosis to treatment.
Published by Oxford
University Press, Breast
Cancer: the facts provides
valuable information for
patients, their families and
health professionals. It is
available from The Co-op
Bookstore, Amazon and
other outlets.

from the vice-chancellery

UWA’s ‘decade of tomorrow’

A century ago, the founders of this University were
closing in on their goal of establishing what would
become the British Commonwealth’s first free
university. The decade that began with 1910 was
dubbed the western world’s ‘decade of tomorrow’
because of the plethora of new technologies that
would revolutionise daily life – inventions such as airconditioning, the automatic transmission engine and
the X-ray tube.
The new decade – beginning with 2010 – will
be The University of Western Australia s ‘decade of
tomorrow’. During the next 10 years we will introduce
comprehensive new course structures to prepare
students for a changing world; we will celebrate our
University’s centenary; and we will also consolidate
our ever-strengthening position on the international
stage, building on the outstanding success at both
institutional and individual levels.
There is no doubt that in this decade we will
edge closer to reaching our ambitious goal of being
counted among the world’s top 50 universities by
2050.
Recently our University was ranked 113 in
the world in the Shanghai Jiao Tong University’s
Academic Ranking of World Universities – up another
14 places from 127 in the world in 2008. This ranking
is not just about prestige, it is about the benefits that
flow from a highly regarded international research
university, positively affecting the lives of people in
our local, national and international communities.
Another important milestone from 2009 on which
we will build an exciting future was the launch of the
$100 million International Centre for Radio Astronomy
Research (ICRAR), a joint venture with Curtin
University of Technology. This new centre places our

State and our universities at the heart of our nation’s
effort to secure the massive international $2.5 billion
Square Kilometre Array project.
The centre will attract more of the world’s
leading radio astronomers to Western Australia,
creating a collaborative environment for scientists
and engineers to engage and work with industry
to produce studies, prototypes and systems linked
to significant radio astronomy projects around the
world. The SKA will involve 19 countries and will
be the most powerful radio telescope in the world,
with the ability to examine the formation of galaxies,
stars and planets – and ICRAR enhances Australia’s
chances of hosting it.
While ICRAR reaches for the stars, other
achievements during 2009 were no less momentous.
For example, we opened our new $50 million
Business School, which will support new generations
of business leaders.
Late last year, we were also pleased to celebrate
10 years in Albany, where we have gone from
strength to strength with the local community to
deliver high-quality teaching and research into the
Great Southern Region. Working with all the regions
of our State remains a high priority for the University.
As well, our long-term advocacy of equity was
reflected in the launch of Aspire UWA, aimed at
students from 24 schools with a low transfer to
tertiary education, some from regional areas.
At the same time, the University continues to
celebrate many major individual achievements – too
many, in fact, to list here. But worthy of note is that
researchers from our University again dominated
the list of finalists for the 2009 Western Australian
Science Awards, reinforcing our place as the
pre-eminent research and teaching institution in the
State. Professor Cheryl Praeger was announced
as WA Scientist of the Year; Associate Professor
Kevin Pfleger was WA’s Young Scientist of the Year;
and Professor Ian Constable was inducted into the
Science Hall of Fame.
So it is with pride, enthusiasm and the certainty
that we will continue to excel that we look forward
to 2010. For almost a century our University
has positively affected the daily lives of Western
Australians, Australians and those in the international
community.
We will continue to do so and I have no doubt
that our University will play no small part in helping to
overcome the global challenges that affect us all.
Alan Robson
Vice-Chancellor
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Understanding
the ocean
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With climate scientists predicting rising sea levels and an increase in extreme weather,
understanding the workings of oceans – that power much of our weather – has
become vital. That’s the area of expertise of Chari Pattiaratchi, a Sri Lankan-born
oceanographer, who has always lived surrounded by ocean. Trea Wiltshire reports.
It’s not surprising that Winthrop Professor Chari
Pattiaratchi is fascinated by the ocean. He grew up
on the tropical island of Sri Lanka where competing
in two-mile sea swims in the Indian Ocean helped
to hone his skills as a teenage national freestyle
champion – and to generate an interest in the
mechanics of currents, breaking waves and wind
fields.
Oceanographic studies and research later took
him to another island, the United Kingdom, and
finally brought him to Australia, the largest of them
all. Today, his ‘laboratory’ is the Indian Ocean and
his base is the School of Environmental Systems
Engineering and the Oceans Institute at UWA.
Despite the fact that Australia has 30,000 km of
coastline – not counting constellations of islands and
hundreds of estuaries and coastal lagoons – there is
still a lot we don’t know about the oceans.
That makes Chari Pattiaratchi’s work doubly
fascinating for him and his research team, and hugely
important to the scientific community. The majority
of Australians live on the island-continent’s coastal
fringes. State and local governments are making
daily decisions on future coastal developments. And
multi-national resource companies invest millions
drilling for oil and gas reserves in waters that are
also celebrated for their pristine nature, their tourism
potential and their bountiful harvests.
As a nation, we’re largely defined by our love
of the ocean, so it’s not surprising that Professor
Pattiaratchi’s research and expertise are in demand.
For the media, he’s become an authority worth
talking to about the international tsunami warning
system he helped establish, the artificial reefs he has
designed, the dangerous rips and currents along
our coastline and the importance (to agriculture and
fisheries) of the warm Leeuwin Current. He also
clearly enjoys showing off the latest tools his team
employs for mapping the ocean – like ocean gliders
piloted from shore and packed with sensors that
measure temperature, salinity, fluorescence, oxygen,
turbidity and surface currents.
When the Federal Government established an
Integrated Marine Observing System to coordinate
and collect oceanographic data, Professor
Left: Coast east of Esperance, with lake reflection – from
the book Abstract earth – a view from above by Western
Australian photographer Richard Woldendorp (Sandpiper Press
in association with Fremantle Press). Right: Professor Chari
Pattiaratchi

every project
is ‘discovery’
research
and all the
measurements
on our vast
coastline
are new
Pattiaratchi was the obvious candidate to head the
WA node. Data that is used by research bodies and
industries is collected utilising a range of technology
including gliders, radar systems, passive acoustic
observatories and acoustic fish tagging. The WA
node of the Federal project provides multi-disciplinary
data streams from our continental shelf and slope
waters between Fremantle and Jurien Bay.
The breadth of research undertaken by Professor
Pattiarachi and his team is extraordinary. Talk to the
School’s researchers and students and you find they
are involved in: assessing the impact of drilling for oil
and gas at unprecedented depths; gathering data
that will indicate what coastal infrastructure will be
at risk from predicted sea level rises; searching for
environmental solutions to the problem of mountains
of seagrass that the ocean dumps on Geographe
Bay’s beaches and advancing our understanding of
the Leeuwin Current that plays such a vital role in
shaping our weather.
All of these projects advance the School’s overall
aim of gaining more knowledge about physical
processes in the open ocean, on the continental
shelf, and in estuaries and bays.
Research that has recently garnered media interest
relates to the predicted rise in sea levels around Perth
and the State’s south west and the likely impact on
foreshore developments, beaches and houses.
“A one-metre rise may not be of great significance
in the sparsely populated Kimberley where the tidal
range is up to 10 metres, but in the south west, with a
less than one-metre tidal difference, such a rise would
have significant effects,” says the UWA researcher.
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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“We need to study the impact of any changes,
particularly with respect to changing wave climates
and storm surges associated with sea level rise.
“At present we don’t have the high resolution land
topography data, so we can’t say with any accuracy
what the impact would be, but this data will soon be
available and will enable us to made predictions in
the near future. This research involves government
planning and transport people, so the findings will
certainly be widely used.”
Given the recent major oil spill in the Timor Sea
and the fact that resource companies are drilling in
ever deeper water, another relevant research project
explores the environmental impact of such drilling.
“In shallow water, we know that currents will
disperse the ‘drill spoil’ that settles on the seabed but
we don’t know what happens to it at greater depths,”
explains Professor Pattiaratchi. “Once we thought
that because currents are quite low, the sediment
would settle. Now we know that it does move, so we
need to understand the physical processes.”

research from oil and
gas platforms helps
us understand what is
happening on the seabed
10
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This research is considered vital by both
research bodies and major energy producers. UWA
is part of collaborative long range research that
began with an Australian Research Council grant
and was boosted with $1 million from Chevron, as
well as support from Woodside, Santos and Ipex.
The SERPENT project spans oil and gas fields from
the Gulf of Mexico to the State’s north-west and
makes use of remotely operated vehicles attached
to drilling platforms.
“Australia has just one dedicated research vessel,
so it’s great to be able to do research from the
platforms that helps us understand what’s happening
on the seabed,” says Professor Pattiaratchi.
So how did this talented Sri Lankan find his way
to our campus?
As a teenager intent on pursuing a career in
oceanography, Chari left Sri Lanka to study at
Swansea University in Wales, which had a worldwide
reputation in this area.
“At the time I took it in my stride, but when I look
back I appreciate that it was a huge cultural shock to
leave Sri Lanka – where no one smoked or went to
pubs – and it probably took me two or three years to
really settle,” he recalls.
At the time his PhD research focussed on the
interaction between tides and topography and he
went on to deep-sea postdoctoral research. Based
in Swansea but sailing from Glasgow and conducting
research for the British Navy in the North Atlantic, he
saw the advertisement that brought him to the UWA
campus.
On arrival in Western Australia, he immediately
became aware of the lack of data on the oceans
washing our coastline – and on Southern Hemisphere
oceans in general.
“This means that every project you initiate is
‘discovery’ research and all the measurements
you make on our vast coastline are new. It is very
satisfying,” says Professor Pattiaratchi.
“In Britain they say that everything is upside-down
in Australia and that’s certainly true in my work.
In most cases the major influences at work in our
offshore region are the complete opposite of what
you read in text books. This makes our work even
more challenging. When I talk about our findings at
international conferences, people always comment
on the amount of new material we present. There’s a
big ‘Wow! factor’.
“The downside is that you have to work even
harder to get papers published because reviewers
sometimes don’t believe that there can be such
radically different findings.”

>> C ontact
Winthrop Professor Chari Pattiaratchi
Phone: +61 8 6488 3197
Email: chari.pattiaratchi@uwa.edu.au

Tackling
a taboo
subject
In Jordan, the government continues to resist international pressure to amend laws
that permit lenient sentences for ‘honour killings’. A Jordanian-born UWA researcher,
who recently won the UWA Grace Vaughan Award that supports students working
in social justice and human rights areas, is hoping that her research will raise
awareness of what was, until fairly recently, a taboo subject in the Middle East.
Jordanian-born PhD student Carol Kaplanian recently
spent several months in the bustling capital Amman
talking to young women, health workers, judges,
forensic experts and activists about the contentious
issue of ‘honour’ killings.
The UWA student’s research has taken her into
densely overcrowded camps where Palestinian
refugees have lived for decades and where
deprivation, poor education and poverty conspire
to ensure that women have few rights – and are
mostly silent about crimes committed in the name of
‘honour’.
Carol’s own parents fled their homes in Jerusalem
in 1948 following fighting between Israeli settlers and
Palestinians. Although Jordan accorded the refugees
equal status, some 30 percent still live in camps.
While her mother and extended family live
in Jordan, Carol’s father and brother came to
Western Australia 15 years ago. Her brother Serge
graduated from UWA and is now a paediatric cardiac
anaesthetist. Carol, who came to WA eight years
ago, completed undergraduate and Masters degrees
at Curtin University of Technology and is now in her
third year of a PhD at UWA centred on the issue of
‘honour’ killings.

Today the UWA student moves between these
two worlds, but it was in Jordan’s refugee camps
that she first encountered talk of the crime that is
the focus of her PhD. Until fairly recently, killings
carried out to ‘cleanse a family's honour’ were
a totally taboo subject in the Middle East and
Pakistan, and the crime is still shrouded in secrecy
and fear.
Were she living in Jordan among the activists
she interviews, she too would face the problems
they share with victims who find the courage to
speak out against a deeply-ingrained practice.
“Yes, they receive death threats but the beautiful
thing about these women is that no matter how
difficult things are, there is hope in their eyes,”
recalls Carol. “When I go there and talk about my
research, they are heartened because they see
someone young and passionate who is dedicating
her academic career to researching and writing
about this issue.
“In Jordan, while I have the support of immediate
and extended family, I am always conscious of the
safety issue for anyone who works in this area. But
Above: PhD student Carol Kaplanian in Jordan
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From a very early age,
boys are filled with this
absolute belief that they
are the gatekeepers who
must ‘cleanse the family’s
honour’ if necessary
it’s up to people like us who have had the benefit of
education to work to bring about change.
“My research has introduced me to many women
– lawyers, journalists, doctors – who are making
people aware of what is happening. They are slowly
breaking down taboos that have kept women silent
for generations.
“I believe I can help by writing in an academic
context. I want to extend understanding of the
underlying psychology behind such crimes and to
demonstrate to what degree tradition and culture
dictate the lives of people. Yes, there has been
coverage of the problem, but what is lacking
is academic analysis. There are so many knots
surrounding these killings that we need to untangle.”
Carol’s research involves data collection through
interviews that reflect a wide spectrum of opinion.
She has spoken to judges, lawyers, parliamentarians,
Islamic clergy, human rights activists and journalists.

12
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She is also working on data analysis: examining
court files of randomly selected cases, parliamentary
debates and media coverage in Arabic and English
language newspapers in Jordan over the past two
decades. Prior to that, the subject rarely rated a
mention in the media. Now, says Carol, the killings
make news every week.
Human Rights Watch estimates that on average
25 women are murdered each year in Jordan and
in last July alone, three women died. Such figures
reflect crimes reported and “seriously underestimate
the real extent of the problem”.
Pointing to the rising rate of deaths, the
human rights body has called for the abolition of
discriminatory penal code provisions that effectively
sanction the violence. Article 98 of the penal code
provides for reduced sentences if the crime was
committed while the perpetrator was in a state of
extreme “rage”.
“There have been several attempts to abolish
such laws and every time they are rejected – most
recently in 1999 and 2003,” says Carol.
In 2004 Carol worked in a refugee camp,
teaching children about notions of self-motivation
and empowerment. She was later invited to work
with groups of women, addressing human rights and
social justice issues.
“Because this crime has been such a taboo
subject, the option of seeking help was very new,”
she recalls. “When a mother, a daughter or sister
was murdered in the camps, it was accepted as the
norm – even though there are Jordanian women
who have been writing about this and fighting it for
years.”
As part of her Masters degree, Carol studied
human rights issues and cross-cultural counselling.
“That research made me aware of the role of cultural
traditions and when I began my PhD, I knew exactly
what I wanted to do and why,” she says.
“My research is exploring the legal and social
context in which a man who kills can face a
maximum prison term of perhaps three or four
years. So I have been speaking to people in Jordan
involved in social policy and the law, along with
doctors and forensic experts who deal with these
incredibly brutal killings that are fuelled by tradition
and culture.
“A lot of people in the Middle East live by the
code of honour. When you ask how it is that a man
who stabs a woman more than 60 times in the
name of honour can be given a sentence of three
years, you will be told, well, that is the way it is; we
live by this code. If a piece of glass is cracked, can
you fix it? No, they say, you must shatter it – just as
you must eliminate the source of dishonour to your
family. You are assured that there is no other way …
“In a society where there are huge gaps in
education and gender, both men and women
become victims of such traditions. From a very

early age, boys are filled with this absolute belief
that as brothers, fathers and uncles they are
the gatekeepers who must ‘cleanse the family’s
honour’ if necessary. And they may consider that
the family has been ‘dishonoured’ if a woman loses
her virginity before marriage, marries someone not
approved by the family or even if she is raped.
“I was never brought up this way. I never feared
the men in my family. I was fortunate – that is why I
believe people like me have to do something about it.”
Carol knows that many became aware of
Jordan’s notorious honour killings through Norma
Khouri’s bestseller Forbidden Love, a supposedly
non-fictional account that was later revealed to be a
hoax. She feels that on many counts, the book did
nothing to advance the cause of activists.
“Sadly the author portrayed Jordan in a very
inaccurate way, focusing entirely on negatives,”
says Carol. “Honour killings happen right across the
Middle East and Pakistan. This is a crime related
to culture not religion, and there are many people
in Jordan working to rid our society of the practice.
And young people are our hope.
“Every country and every culture has its
negatives and positives. In Jordan it happens to be
an area deeply embedded in the roots of tradition,
so it takes people with belief and passion to do
something about it.”
Carol is working with a PhD student in the United
Kingdom and colleagues in Jordan on an education
campaign that has been launched in Jordan and has
adopted the slogan ‘No honour in the crime’.
“It is a local campaign that we hope will gain
an international audience, and already it has
become quite big in Jordan,” says Carol. “It
centres on a website (lasharaffiljareemah.ning.
com) that documents the killings committed in
Jordan. It also runs papers on the subject from
different perspectives, such as the meaning of
honour, patriarchy in the home and the economic
consequences of the crime.”
Carol’s research is being supervised by Dr Susan
Young of UWA’s School of Social Work and Social

❛It’s

when you know❜

Policy and Professor Samina Yasmeen, Director of
the UWA Centre for Muslim States and Societies.
“They are wonderfully supportive and are already
planning my postdoctoral work, so I feel I have found
my academic niche,” says Carol.
“In Australia, people sometimes ask why I am
tackling such a challenging and depressing subject.
To begin with, I feel very privileged to be here and
very lucky to be at this University. UWA has given
me so many chances, including this postgraduate
scholarship that makes it possible for me to do
something really meaningful with my life.
Carol is one of several speakers in UWA
Extension’s Inside Islam series that runs through
February. (www.extension.uwa.edu.au).

>> C ontact
Carol Kaplanian
Email kaplac01@student.uwa.edu.au
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Feeding a hungry world

How to grow more food using less land and less water are global agriculture’s
biggest challenges. UWA’s Ridgefield farm will advance the push for innovative
solutions at a time when the recent United Nations food summit estimated that
one billion people are going to bed hungry.
In a hungry world in which the population will rise by
a third between now and 2050, Western Australia’s
agricultural sector has become an important
contributor to global food production.
With exports generating over $6 billion annually,
our farmers need to be at the top of their game and
a recent innovative UWA initiative will help them
maintain productivity – and their competitive edge.
Late last year, the UWA Future Farm Project was
launched at the University’s new farming property,
the 1,600-hectare Ridgefield, at Pingelly. The farm
takes UWA into an international network, the Food
Animal Initiative, which shares its vision of clean,
green and ethical animal production in a carbonneutral environment. Similar projects within the
network – in China, the United Kingdom and Brazil
– will contribute to global knowledge of sustainable
agriculture.
Creating links with the local agricultural
community is one of the project’s aims, and its
location at Pingelly allows local farmers to engage
14
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with a UWA working farm that doubles as a
research hub.
At the official opening, WA Chief Scientist,
UWA’s Professor Lyn Beazley, said that in future
many markets would only be open to producers
using ethical, sustainable management practices.
This sentiment was echoed by Winthrop Professor
Graeme Martin, Head of the School of Animal Biology
and Leader of the Animal Production Systems
Program of the UWA Institute of Agriculture, who
noted that markets would increasingly pay ‘top dollar’
for such produce.
This farm will be a site for testing and
demonstrating the benefits of alternative management
systems. Animal operations will include a sheep
Above: Watching a demonstration at the opening of Ridgefield:
Winthrop Professor Kadambot Siddique (Director, UWA Institute
of Agriculture); Professor Lyn Beazley (Chief Scientist WA);
Mr Rob Delane (Director General Department of Agriculture
and Food Western Australia); Minister for Community Services
Robyn McSweeney, Cr Ray Marshall (Shire of Pingelly) and
UWA Vice-Chancellor Professor Alan Robson

Photo: Farm Weekly

enterprise, grazing systems, forage management
and the raising of cashmere goats. The other major
enterprises are crop production (led by UWA’s
Dr Ken Flower) and the provision of resources for
scientific research. The project team is committed to
strengthening the links between the rural community
engaged in food production and city dwellers that
purchase their produce.
“The overall purpose of the Future Farm Project is
to establish a farm that fits the ideals UWA envisages
for 2050. The enterprise must be economically selfsustaining, and must also manage carbon, water
and the local ecosystems,” said Professor Martin.
Another concept will be the restoration of native
ecosystem on areas not currently profitable. “The
project needs to demonstrate to the community
the highest principles of ecosystem management.
Problems that arise will generate research projects.”
Ridgefield replaces Allandale farm, which became
a key resource for about 20 postgraduate students
and some $4 million in research projects. Professor
Martin said that while Allandale had served the
University well and had welcomed visiting scientists
from across the world, the newly acquired farm would
offer additional facilities.
Not only will Ridgefield be a showcase for
innovative farming practice, but the design of its
buildings will further reflect the sustainability focus
through the involvement of the Faculty of Architecture,
Landscape and Visual Arts and the School of
Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering.
The design of the buildings will become an
exercise for students and UWA engineers such as
Dr Jasmine Henry who will ensure the farm’s energy
efficiency.
The new farm manager’s house currently under
construction is a modular timber-framed structure
designed by Paul Odden for the Forest Products
Commission and the UWA-based Advanced Timber
Concepts Research Centre. The project is led by
Assistant Professor Patrick Beale and Research
Assistant Domenic Trimboli from ALVA.
One of the first tasks is to complete a survey and
analysis of the farm soils and students are already
undertaking field trips under the guidance of UWA
Winthrop Professor Bob Gilkes, an expert in soil
profiling.
One of the intriguing demonstrations at the
opening was a rainfall simulator that UWA Professor
Christopher Hinz calibrated through a computer.
The simulator replicates drops of rainfall up to 80
millimetres per hour and the velocity can be varied to
allow researchers to assess the soil surface response
to rainfall and the likely runoff.
Pingelly farmer and Shire Councillor Ray Marshall
welcomed UWA’s initiative at the launch. He told
guests that when his father took over his own
property in the region in 1946 it had nothing on it but
half a million rabbits to the hectare.

The enterprise must
be economically selfsustaining, and must also
manage carbon, water
and the local ecosystems
“My father embraced the technology and science
of that time. Now we use no-till and the majority
of headers are now operated by a satellite. It is
important that we look at the present to see where
we want to be in the future.
“As a farming industry, while we’re good at what
we do, we must always strive to do better. The
UWA Future Farm project is very much part of this
equation. This establishment is the benchmark for
where all farms will need to be in the next 50 years.”
With students from some 50 different countries
studying agriculture at UWA, skills honed at the
University’s Crawley campus and advanced at
Ridgefield will eventually be carried across the
world and will play a vital role in providing innovative
solutions to that problem of feeding a hungry world.

>> C ontact
Winthrop Professor Graeme Martin
Phone: +61 8 6488 2237
Email: Graeme.martin@uwa.edu.au
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The
Octagon
takes a bow
Actors, directors, technicians and an extensive cast of theatre-lovers
gathered to mark the 40th anniversary of a unique venue that is probably
the most utilised theatre in Australia.
The 1960s saw tradition dispensed with and
conventions overturned – and in its final year UWA
staged its own small scale revolutions. In 1969, feisty
Sue Boyd became the Guild’s first female president
(she went on to become a top ranking diplomat)
and the new Octagon Theatre promised a brand of
theatre not yet seen on local stages.
The theatre pushed boundaries, discarding the
familiar proscenium arch that provided a ‘picture
frame’ for onstage dramas. With its steeply-raked
seating and radical thrust stage, the Octagon gave
audiences a close encounter with the unfolding
dramas.
Writing in The Australian, UWA graduate and
theatre writer Katharine Brisbane observed: “In place
of the lecture theatre the University had expected,
the Octagon turns out to be the most exciting new
theatre building in Australia…”
The theatre was built as much to meet demands
for a 650-seat lecture theatre as it was to add
another theatrical venue to the campus. However,
the Building Committee that oversaw its development
had the foresight to invite Sir Tyrone Guthrie to give
advice on design.
The British theatre director was known for his
innovative approach to classical theatre and had
introduced the thrust stage to the Shakespearean
Festival Company that he founded in Stratford,
Ontario.
“Guthrie’s sketches grew the Octagon Theatre,
the opening of which … generated enormous interest
and caused the University to rethink its theatre
policies,” observed UWA graduate and historian,
Brian de Garis in Campus at Crawley (UWA Press).
“Soon after, the English Department appointed Aarne
Neeme as Resident Artistic Director to work at the
Octagon….”
The resident theatre company drew its actors
from the campus and beyond, but following the
16
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company’s demise, the Octagon continued to host
theatre, music and dance – from professional Festival
of Perth productions to graduation concerts by young
ballerinas.
The recent anniversary celebration brought
together actors, musicians, writers, directors,
designers, technicians, managers and critics who had
been associated with the theatre over four decades.
Among the 300 guests were historian Professor
Geoffrey Bolton, Dean of the Faculty of Arts when the
theatre opened, and Tom Whitelaw, a former longserving Manager of UWA Theatres.
Architect Peter Parkinson was also a guest who
no doubt recalled the splendid official opening with
the Melbourne Theatre Company’s Festival of Perth
production of Henry IV.
Aarne Neeme, inaugural resident director from
1969 to 1971, recalls: “There has always been a
thriving theatre culture in Perth, but at that time
there were only two theatres, the National and the
Hole in the Wall. There was already quite a lot of
theatre happening on campus mainly because of the
wonderful venues, and because people like Jeana
Bradley, Neville Teede, Faith Clayton, Bill Dunstone
and Collin O’Brien were on campus.
“And theatre people were dying to work on
something other than the more traditional English
dramas or Broadway shows. We wanted the Octagon
to fill that gap. It gave us the chance to be a little bit
more experimental…”
The ‘little bit more experimental’ was tested with
Mr Neeme’s first production for the new Dolphin
Theatre at UWA. Edward Bond’s savagely satirical
Right: Kristian Federickson’s designs for heraldic costumes for
the performance of Henry IV which opened the Octagon. As
critic (and UWA graduate) Katharine Brisbane observed in The
Australian: “The functional simplicity of the theatre formed an
excellent background for Kristian Federickson’s extravagant
heraldic costumes which, in Perth’s memories of legitimate
theatre, could hardly have been exceeded in lavishness.”
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fallen away and I think it’s a shame because it is an
investment in the future.”
Although unable to join the anniversary
celebrations, actor and director Steve Jodrell
toasted the Octagon from his home in Victoria. The
UWA graduate still has vivid memories of the theatre
he says helped to shape his career.
“By 1969, I was already a passionate member of
the University Dramatic Society having played in all
the great venues on campus,” he recalls. “I helped
backstage in the opening production of Shakespeare
and still remember the manager Nigel Prescott’s
chagrin at the damage caused to the front of the
stage by the enthusiastic wielding of broad swords
during the exciting fight scenes.
“I managed to inveigle my way backstage
on many of Aarne’s productions during the first
two years of the Octagon Company and with the
tutelage of Don Edmonds helped to build sets, hang
lights and assist backstage.
“Later, when Aarne moved to the National
Theatre I continued to haunt the Octagon and, with
the inimitable John Doyle, managed to work on
well over 60 plays, concerts, recitals and Festival
productions.”
The UWA graduate went on to a career as an
actor and director in film and television. He directed
the critically acclaimed WA feature Shame in 1988
starring Deborra-Lee Furness which screened at

dream play Early Morning created a furore when
performed in London’s Royal Court and the Perth
production both delighted and outraged audiences
– and saw a teenage Greta Scacchi make her
theatrical debut.
Mr Neeme went on to become artistic director of
the National Theatre at the Playhouse and a string
of other Australian companies. He continues to
freelance and to lecture in theatre and wishes that
university theatres in Australia had a higher profile.
“I get great pleasure from the thought that so
many young theatre people and UWA students
had a chance to perform at that time and to learn
something about mounting a theatre production,”
he says. “Quite a few went on to great careers
in theatre – Nigel Prescott became manager of
the Perth Concert Hall and Bill Mason became
administrator at the Hole in the Wall, Bevan Lee and
Karl Zwicky in television, John Gaden (who I have
just seen playing King Lear for the State Theatre
Company in South Australia), Tony Tripp who
worked with us and became a leading Australian
theatre designer, and actors Steve Jodrell, Keith
Robinson and Judy Nunn have all enjoyed great
success.
“There was a time when universities were active
in offering theatre throughout the year. There were
more resident directors – such as myself – and
artist-in-residence programs. All that seems to have
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film festivals around the world. He has directed
episodes of Australia’s most popular television series
including Sea Change, McLeod’s Daughters, Halifax
fp and most recently The Circuit, receiving over 20
nominations and awards. In 2008, he returned to
Perth theatre to direct Bill McClusky’s adaptation of
Tim Winton’s The Turning for the Perth International
Arts Festival.
The Octagon also played host to musicians,
and from 1973 onwards, the School of Music
arranged a Musicians-in-Residence series. World
renowned string quartets, instrumental soloists,
singers, scholars, composers and conductors – all
performed, enriching students as well as the wider
community.
Also rolled out in 1969 were the Octagon Lectures.
This lively program of lunchtime lectures became
extremely popular both on and beyond campus.
One staff member recalls seeing people “streaming
towards the Octagon” to hear celebrity speakers like
mountaineer and philanthropist, Sir Edmund Hillary.
The Octagon is arguably the most heavily
utilised theatre in Australia. Some 75,000 patrons
attend its cultural events, conferences and public
forums, while each week 9,000 students attend 25
academic lectures. Currently the theatre hosts some
170 events annually, and the income it generates
through commercial hiring has funded many additions
and extensions, including cool rooms, stores and a
rehearsal studio. Recent additions include an artist’s
green room, foyer balcony and refurbishment, a lift
and new bar.
However, despite its high level of use, Aarne
Neeme was not alone in hoping that the Octagon’s
theatrical profile will be raised in future. Addressing
the guests, he said: “What theatre practitioners need,
is opportunity to practise and grow together. I am
so very proud of the people who got a running start
at the Octagon and I heartily commend UWA for
providing the chance.
“With all the inevitable talent emerging from this
University I would most earnestly urge UWA to make
greater use of this glorious Octagon as a theatre
venue, and to find the means to rekindle some sort
of initiative like that of 40 years ago – to help create
opportunities for new generations of young people
with dreams and drive.”
Perhaps the last word on the theatre needs to go
to John Doyle whose name invariably comes up in
stories about UWA theatres. In sending good wishes
for the anniversary, Greta Scacchi, who made such
an early impression, wrote: “I am still remembering
my experiences of the Octagon,” she wrote, adding:
“Can’t forget John Doyle…”
A genial Irishman who came to WA from London
as a ‘ten pound Pom’, John Doyle was instantly
employed by the Octagon’s manager, UWA graduate
Nigel Prescott (son of former Vice-Chancellor, Sir
Stanley Prescott).

a passionate
member of
the University
Dramatic Society,
i played in all
The great venues
on campus
“We shared a love of theatre,” recalls Mr Doyle,
who started as technical assistant at the Octagon
in 1971 and today is Technical Manager of the
University’s theatres.
Having worked on countless productions, Mr
Doyle now oversees computerised lighting boards
and advanced equipment for the many campus
venues. He says the high point of his long association
with UWA theatre has been the time spent backstage
talking to performers like Vincent Price, Paco Pena,
Mel Gibson (in the Nimrod’s Romeo and Juliet),
Marianne Faithfull, Sir Bob Geldof and Timothy West.
No doubt he contributed to tales of backstage
dramas that were shared last November when the
Octagon took a bow.

>> C ontact
All University theatres are available for use by the
community.
Kevin Hamersley, Manager, University Theatres
Phone: 6488 2441
Email: khamersley@admin.uwa.edu.au
If you are interested in joining a proposed friends
group, the UWA Theatre Push, contact Joan Pope
Email: popejoan@cygnus.uwa.edu.au or
36 Reserve Street, Claremont, WA 6010
Above: Theatre director Steve Jodrell today; and as a young
performer in Harold Pinter’s The Caretaker
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Exploring our
‘big blue backyard’
The United Nations landmark ruling last year granting Australia jurisdiction over an
additional 2.5 million square kilometres of seabed has stirred much excitement in
energy sectors – and among researchers who have long felt that more investment
in marine science research is vital.
The extension of Australia’s continental shelf means
that our nation now has one of the largest oceanic
territories in the world. This 13.5 million square
kilometre expanse, sometimes referred to as our ‘big
blue backyard’ is one and a half times the size of the
island continent’s landmass and encompasses three
oceans.
This vast domain sustains industries worth billions
of dollars and daily soaks up heat and millions of
tonnes of carbon dioxide. However, in terms of
scientific knowledge, we have hardly scratched its
surface.
That is beginning to change as national and state
governments appreciate both the ocean’s role in
driving climate and the need to manage fish stocks
that have been depleted. Earlier this year, the Federal
Government launched a comprehensive national
strategy, A Marine Nation: National Framework for
Marine Research and Innovation, that identifies the
research, development and innovation needed for
the development of lucrative marine industries that
include tourism, fishing, offshore oil and gas and
other enterprises.
Western Australia has the longest coastline of any
State, and UWA has already boosted its research
capacity through the campus-based Western
Australian Marine Science Institution (UNIVIEW
Spring 2007). It is also building partnerships with
the Australian Institute of Marine Science, CSIRO
and other Federal and State Government bodies,
and is about to launch the Oceans Institute bringing
together all UWA’s marine researchers (www.uwa.
edu.au/oceans).
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Professor Jessica Meeuwig, a Canadianborn marine scientist working in fish ecology and
modelling, is inaugural Director of the Centre for
Marine Futures at UWA.
This Centre focuses on undertaking collaborative
research with industry and government, building on
UWA’s Natural Heritage Trust-funded Marine Futures
project that significantly extended our knowledge of
local waters.
Professor Meeuwig was a member of this project,
mapping 1,500 square kilometres of sea bed in eight
locations from the Abrolhos Islands to Esperance.
“As marine scientists, we were able to
comprehensively draw back the ‘blue curtain’ in many
of these relatively unknown areas,” says Professor
Meeuwig.
In doing so, the scientists appreciated that
Western Australia was not immune to the worldwide
problem of dwindling fish stocks, particularly in
relation to species like West Australian dhufish that
are unique to this State.
“We were surprised – and found it a bit scary –
that we saw so few big old fat female fish. Because
reproductive output is linked to size, these fish are the
engine room of healthy populations,” recalls Professor
Meeuwig.
“We identified 323 different species of fish and
measured 41,000 fish non-destructively, using high
definition synchronised video camera systems that
UWA marine scientist Dr Euan Harvey has been
developing over the past decade.
“The cameras capture a wide range of species
from sharks to small wrasses, which, combined with

detailed habitat maps gave us a unique view into
WA’s marine environment. The Marine Futures project
also worked in partnership with regional community
groups and organisations that knew a lot about their
stretch of ocean, and with individuals like lobster
fishermen concerned about a sustainable future for
their industry.”
Professor Meeuwig says the warm Leeuwin
Current makes WA’s marine environment unique: it is
the only south-flowing current running down the west
coast of a southern hemisphere continent. In both
Africa and South America, west coast currents run
north to the equator.
While the Leeuwin flowing down from the
north increases biodiversity by mixing tropical with
temperate species, WA still rates relatively poorly in
terms of fisheries’ productivity because the waters
washing an ancient landmass are not rich in nutrients.
Endemic species like dhufish and baldchin groper
have evolved in isolation. They tend to be slowgrowing, don’t breed successfully every year and may
live a long time – all characteristics that heighten the
need to manage fish populations well.
“A number of WA’s fish stocks are already overexploited,” says Professor Meeuwig. “Whereas
commercial fishing is controlled through regulations
that can include limiting the total fishing effort,
recreational fishing is not. At present there may be
bag or size limits, but there is no limit on the total
take of fish.
“Part of the solution is creating no-take marine
parks. They provide a bit of insurance and put some
resilience back into the system – essentially they
help protect those big old fat females! They also can
improve both commercial and recreational fishing.
There is a good reason why fishers fish on park
boundaries!
“We don’t have nearly enough parks – there’s not
a single no-take marine park between Mandurah and
Esperance and less than one per cent of WA’s waters
is protected. We should be aiming for 20–30 per cent.
Above: Swallowtails (Photo: Professor Gary Kendrick, Marine
Ecology Group). Right: Professor Jessica Meeuwig and Centre
Manager Heather Taylor celebrate the Marine Futures Project
Team win of the WA Coastal Award for Excellence 2009 for
Marine Research. Inset: Leafy seadragon (Photo: Professor
Gary Kendrick, Marine Ecology Group)

All the evidence from around the world is that biomass
and fish abundance increase when marine parks are
established.”
With some 20 years experience in marine
resource management and the science that
underpins sustainability and having worked in the
Caribbean, Europe, North America and Southeast
Asia, Professor Meeuwig confirms that Western
Australia’s marine environment is truly unique and
magnificent.

as marine
scientists we
are able to
comprehensively
draw back the
‘blue curtain’
in relatively
unknown areas
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The UWA researcher appreciates that no-take
marine parks leave some nervous. “But once you
start talking about the need for these marine parks, it
is amazing to see how much support there is across
the community, including among those who fish,”
says Professor Meeuwig.
Apart from its mapping work, the Centre
for Marine Futures works on collaborative or
commissioned research with government and
industry partners. Researchers provide fish
surveys for the oil and gas companies planning
new infrastructure, model fisheries management
alternatives, monitor fish and benthic communities
around the State and conduct seagrass
surveys.
The Centre’s team of 12 professional staff
includes three research fellows and five senior
field technicians and is largely self-funded through
collaborative research. Academics divide their time
between teaching and research, and the supervision
of postgraduate students.

>> C ontact
Professor Jessica Meeuwig
Phone: +61 8 6488 1464
Website: www.marinefutures.fnas.uwa.edu.au
Left: UWA marine scientists working on the Marine Futures
project (Photo: Professor Gary Kendrick, Marine Ecology Group)

When did you last have a FREE
screening mammogram?
Women 50 or over should have
a screening mammogram for breast
cancer at least every two years.
Early detection is your best protection.

www.breastscreen.health.wa.gov.au
Helping Deliver a Healthy WA
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Graduate
Profile

As he embarks on a journey of research
discovery at Oxford University, Rhodes
Scholar Dustin Stuart has the good
wishes of his UWA colleagues, and a
host of high school students with whom
he has shared his passion for science.
Dustin Stuart still recalls with pleasure his first
national Chemistry Olympiad summer school as a
high school student, not because he excelled – in
fact he describes it as the most humbling experience
in his life – but because it introduced him to areas of
study that shaped his later studies at UWA, and that
laid the foundations for research he’ll undertake as
Western Australia’s 2010 Rhodes Scholar.
“At high school I knew I was good at science,”
recalls Dustin, “but when selected for that summer
school in Canberra, I found myself surrounded by
the smartest students in the country, all of whom
had been preparing for months. I came dead last in
student rankings, but it didn’t matter because that was
where I got my first glimpse of quantum mechanics.
“In four lectures, the coach introduced us to the
world of atoms and electrons, where normal laws
of physics no longer apply. I also fell in love with
organic chemistry. I remember being so inspired that
I studied really hard and ended up getting a place on
the Australian Olympiad team,” he recalls.
The Chemistry Olympiad was clearly a
turning point for Dustin and he was delighted
when organisers invited him to tutor subsequent
national teams. “That enabled me to give back
something, because I personally got so much from
the Olympiads. And it has been incredible guiding

students through the program,” says the UWA
graduate who recently returned from coaching his
fifth summer school.
“They’re very intense: you teach morning, noon
and night. Basically the kids need to learn the first
year university chemistry syllabus in a matter of
weeks, so they have to be very bright. Most also have
broad interests, generally they play sport and 100 per
cent play musical instruments – there’s an interesting
correlation between music and science.
“The aim of the summer schools is to select the
national team and Australia does fantastically well
at international Chemistry Olympiads. We’re a very
competitive chemistry nation, and usually return
with four medals – yet these science Olympiads are
always short of funding!
“Programs like the Olympiads are so important
because they counter what appears to be a ‘dumbing
The ‘dreaming spires’ of Oxford (Photo: Nazir Hamid, Oxford
University). Inset: Rhodes Scholar Dustin Stuart at UWA
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down’ of science education. Every year the TEE
maths and science syllabi are eroded. Harder topics
and difficult concepts (particularly in high school
chemistry and physics) are removed with the aim of
making them easier for students. I believe this could
be part of the reason why bright students might opt
to study Law and Medicine instead of Science.”
The Chemistry Olympiad is not the only extension
work Dustin has undertaken. As part of the Thinking
Ahead Extension Workshop programs run during
school holidays, he recently found himself at St
Stephen’s School with a cardboard crate filled with
pipe cleaners, giant sheets of A3 coloured card, PVA
glue, and photocopied worksheets he had prepared.
“The plan was to post a futuristic scenario to
a group of high school students and get them to
analyse it, brainstorm creative solutions and perform
their best one as a skit – all in six hours!” recalls
Dustin. It was his first workshop for Thinking Ahead
and he was horrified when primary rather than
secondary students began to arrive.
“While the game plan went out the window,
amazingly the kids loved my presentation. They’d
never met before but worked together like they’d
known each other for years. They prepared the
script for a daring cyberspace robbery to illustrate
the problems of internet security – and one boy
described in intricate detail the workings of the
teleportation device he’d manufactured from

Accommodation at

St George’s College
Located opposite The University of Western Australia and
backing on to Kings Park, St George’s College offers a range of
reasonably priced, short-term accommodation for conference
guests, visiting academics and students.
Available all year:
• Newby Studio ($160 per night*)
• Southern Guest Room (from $80 per night*)
Available in the mid-year break (21 June – 23 July 2010):
• Single Budget Room ($60 per night*)
• Single Ensuite Room ($70 per night*)
• Two Bedroom Ensuite ($140 per night*)
• Self-contained townhouses (from $240 per night*)
*All prices are inclusive of breakfast.

For more information please visit our website:
www.stgeorgescollege.com.au

For enquiries and bookings call: 08 9449 5555
or email: admin@stgeorgescollege.com.au
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popsticks and a large quantity of alfoil. Together we
apprehended the bad guys, teleported the money
back and saved the internet from a global financial
crisis,” recalls Dustin.
“I wanted to give these kids the same experience
I’d had doing Future Problem Solving, an international
education program based in the US that develops
creative thinking skills. The minute you walk into a
room of FPSers, you sense the electric atmosphere.
This is what motivated me to accept an invitation to
do FPS coaching in the United States.
“While I want a career in research, my passion
is for teaching. I believe that education truly has the
power to change people’s lives for the better, but I
also know I couldn’t be an effective teacher without
first experiencing cutting-edge research.”
Along with an evangelising zeal for teaching – that
has taken him to India as a volunteer teacher – Dustin
is committed to the fundamental research that will
take him to Oxford University’s Atomic and Laser
Physics group.
“This group is second to none and I will be
working on projects involving quantum computers
and lasers. This is very much in the realm of
discovery research. It’s good to remember that
when the laser was invented 40 years ago as part of
fundamental research, people didn’t know how many
applications it would eventually have – from laser eye
surgery to optical fibre communications.
“That is the kind of research I want to pursue. I
truly believe that the point of scientific research is not
to produce a result that has an immediate industrial
application, but rather to embark on a journey. Who
knows where it will lead? Who knows what benefits it
will ultimately produce for humanity?
“There’s a tendency in the media to equate
science with absolute authority. In my opinion, this is
dangerous. At its core, science is about questions,
not having answers.”
Dustin completed Honours with the Frequency
Standards and Metrology group in UWA’s School
of Physics. His supervisors were laser physicist
Professor Andre Luiten and Winthrop Professor Eric
May, Chevron Chair in Gas Process Engineering.
As he winds up his research at UWA and
prepares for Oxford, Dustin farewells students he has
mentored and a campus with which he has become
very familiar.
“I’ve regularly given campus tours to prospective
students. It’s such a buzz, because the students are
so interested and enthusiastic – and I’m really proud
of this University, so I enjoy being able to show it off!”
Dustin is the 87th Rhodes Scholar that UWA
has produced. He follows in the footsteps of former
parliamentarian Professor Kim Beazley who is soon
to take up his post as Australia’s Ambassador in
the United States and Sir Rod Eddington, inaugural
chair of Infrastructure Australia, and Chair of UWA’s
Hackett Foundation.

Helping to forge an

‘electric future’

“The future is electric!” predict pioneers of electric cars – and UWA’s
researchers and students involved in the REV project agree.
Henry Ford’s Model T Ford relegated horse-drawn
carriages to history and, a century on, electric cars
are being cited as a technology that will be widely
exploited in the foreseeable future.
Electric car pioneer Elon Musk, founder of Tesla
Motors Inc headquartered in Silicon Valley, is being
described as the Henry Ford of modern motoring
– and his second generation Model S Sedan is
expected to hit the streets by 2011. Auto writers say it
could go a long way to silence critics of electric cars.
While most agree that they won’t take over
highways overnight, the infrastructure that will
support the electric car is already being built and
engineers and scientists around the world are
working to iron out the remaining research and
development challenges.
Right: UWA’s experimental Hyundai Getz
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In Canberra last July the Israeli founder of Better
Place, the global pioneer of service networks for
electric vehicles, said there was a proven demand
for electric vehicles in Australia. Construction of the
requisite service infrastructure – from charge spots
in offices, shopping centres and car parks to battery
switch stations – is currently being installed in Israel
and Denmark and is scheduled to begin in Canberra
in 2011.
“The future is electric!” predicts Better Place
founder Shai Agassi – and UWA’s researchers and
students involved in the REV project agree.
With the rise and rise of fuel prices and talk of
the need for carbon emission reduction dominating
the news, Professor Thomas Bräunl believes that the
time for electric cars is indeed fast approaching.
The German-born researcher believes that two
key factors are boosting the viability of electric
vehicles: the wide international acceptance that
emissions must be reduced and the string of
phenomenal advances in battery technology. The
latter promises lower prices and is already forging
alliances between battery makers and the auto
industry.
With most big car makers currently developing
hybrids, battery firms are producing fast-charging
batteries that have industry researchers predicting
that by 2025 a third of all cars could be electrically
powered.

UWA STAFF
CORPORATE FITNESS
Enjoy exclusive membership benefits including:
•

FULL UWA Recreation & Fitness Centre Membership

•

UNLIMITED ACCESS to more than 50 Group Fitness Classes
per week at the UWA Recreation & Fitness Centre

•

UNLIMITED ACCESS to all Corporate Fitness Classes at
the UWA Watersports Complex

•

1 Personal Training Session per week

•

Court Hire INCLUDED: tennis, volleyball, badminton,
table tennis, indoor soccer, basketball, netball, squash

FOR ONLY $20 A WEEK*
*less if salary packaging

For more information:
Visit our website: www.sport.uwa.edu.au/corporate_fitness
Email: jaylee@sport.uwa.edu.au

www.sport.uwa.edu.au
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“You just can’t ignore those headlines – global
warming, carbon trading, air pollution, peak oil
and rising fuel costs – we just have to develop
alternative non-polluting sources for transport. That’s
what we are doing at UWA, and it is proving to be
an incredible exercise for engineering students,”
says Professor Bräunl, who is Director of UWA’s
Renewable Energy Vehicle (REV) project.
After initially exploring the possibilities of a
hydrogen-fuelled vehicle, the REV team opted to go
electric in 2008. One of the reasons was the steady
advances in the lithium-ion batteries used to power
laptop computers and mobile phones.
These are the batteries that now sit in the boot of
a distinctive red and blue Hyundai Getz that stands
outside UWA’s School of Electrical Electronic and
Computer Engineering. This 100 per cent electric
vehicle whisks interested visitors around the campus
and is recharged from a bank of 2kW photovoltaic
panels installed on the roof of the School’s Ideal
House project.
In 2008, fourth year engineering students began
to rip out the Getz’s petrol engine with the aim of
converting it into a zero emissions car. The project
stirred much media interest when the vehicle was
launched later that year and students still get a buzz
from giving intrigued guests a test drive.
It’s hard not to be impressed as the Getz glides
off effortlessly, even on a frosty winter morning. Your
guide will proudly run through its strengths and lay
to rest some of the myths associated with electric
vehicles.
The Getz, he points out, can achieve speeds of
up to 125km/h and costs as little as $1.40/100km to
operate – compared with $10 for an equivalent petrolpowered run. The vehicle boasts high efficiency,
lower service and maintenance costs and simpler
technology. Built-in safety systems (developed as a
parallel student project) include sensors that shut
off the high power voltage in an accident, curb high
revving and cut the motor in the event of brake
failure. And the rate of acceleration? “It’s probably
better now than in the original,” says your guide.
An interesting feature of electric cars is that
they run silently, and while this reduction of noise
pollution is welcome, it can also be hazardous.
Experiments involving petrol engines and hybrids
in the US have revealed that the latter cannot be
detected until they are dangerously close to a
pedestrian or cyclist.
The American Congress wants to establish a
minimum level of sound and researchers agree that
it doesn’t have to be loud to engage the auditory
mechanisms the brain uses to locate an approaching
vehicle. Audio specialists are currently working on
appropriate sound-generators for electric hybrids –
and at UWA the REV project researchers are also
looking into developing an appropriate sound for their
totally silent electric vehicles.

Professor Bräunl concedes that while petrol
remains relatively cheap, few will go down the
conversion path – unless they’re wealthy, have a
green conscience, are an electric car enthusiast
or are keen to extend the life of a vehicle with a
burnt-out engine. Conversions cost about $15,000,
with batteries accounting for half the cost. Local
electric car enthusiasts may well be members of the
WA Electric Vehicle Association that meets monthly
at UWA.
“Electric cars have been around for more than a
century but we generally see them as wheel chairs,
golf carts – or the mail cars we use on campus,”
says Professor Bräunl. “However recent advances
in motor, battery and controller technology will make
them a viable alternative.
“While critics claim that electric cars still use
power generated by burning fossil fuels, we were
determined to use clean power from grid-connected
solar panels – and an increasing number of
Australians are opting to generate some if not all of
their electricity from this source.
“The lithium-ion batteries used in electric cars
have a much higher energy density than lead acid
batteries, so when costs come down, a car like
the Getz will be great for a daily commute. And the
advantage is that you can charge it anywhere – at
home, in the office car park or from the solar panels
on your roof.”
Professor Bräunl’s homeland – Germany – is one
of several European countries making extensive use
of solar technology, with power generators leasing
acres of rooftops to accommodate vast banks of

panels. In Germany he has worked with the German
car maker Daimler which is currently producing three
versions of its battery-powered Blue Zero: one is a
battery-only model with a range of 200km; another
will have a 100km range and a petrol generator to
extend it, while a third uses a hydrogen-powered fuel
cell to generate electricity.
Professor Bräunl came to UWA from the
University of Stuttgart on a one-year exchange that
resulted in him joining the staff of the Faculty of
Engineering, Computing and Mathematics. His area
of research is robotics, and his links with Germany
continue. During a 2001 sabbatical in Germany
he focused on driver assistance systems that are
improving motoring safety.
It is more than a year since UWA launched
its efficient and sustainable Getz as part of its
Renewable Energy Vehicle project. The first group of
fourth year students working on the project largely
used existing technology. For 2010, a research trial
of 10 converted cars based on the REV design is
being planned with Perth based company CO2Smart.
This will get electric cars in the hands of government
agencies and local businesses to evaluate the
benefits and shortcomings of electric cars before the
expected large wave of imported electric cars will hit
our shores.
Professor Bräunl says that this will be the first
major trial of electric cars in Australia and researchers
from UWA and the Centre for Research into Energy
Above: Rohan Mathew ‘fills up’ the Getz after Professor Thomas
Bräunl has had a test drive in the UWA electric vehicle.
(Photo: Lindy Brophy)
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One of the project’s
innovative features
is a computerised
black box system that
monitors everything
happening in the car
for Sustainable Transport (CREST) at Murdoch
University will benefit by logging and evaluating
movement and recharging data of all electrical trial
vehicles for research and planning purposes.
A first set of electric recharging stations in the
Perth Metropolitan area has been planned as well, in
a first attempt to start solving the ‘chicken and egg’
problem of providing the required infrastructure for
re-charging electric cars in the city.
“I believe the future of electric cars will most
likely be in fast re-charging stations and not in
battery swapping, the model favoured by the Israel
consortium, Better Place. I suspect car manufacturers
are very unlikely to agree on a common battery

exploring

ideas

platform and battery swapping involves significantly
higher costs”, says Professor Bräunl.
Current students are also working on a Lotus
Elise high performance car, researching areas such
as motor control, drive-by-wire and driver-assistance
systems. One of the project’s innovative features
is a computerised black box system that monitors
everything happening in the car. This information –
including GPS, battery capacity, kilometres travelled,
money saved, safety reminders and warnings – is
displayed on a screen and can be downloaded onto
a flashdrive or transmitted via wireless broadband
so the REV group can further their research and
development.
When a luxury four-wheel drive BMW X5 was
donated from BMW to Professor Bräunl, car buffs
converged on the school to admire the unlicensed
vehicle that was earmarked for research. A team of
students and academics are now developing driver
assistance systems that will help to reduce the road
toll. Such systems are already installed in some
luxury cars and trucks.
Early radar-based systems help drivers gauge the
distance between cars, but the UWA researchers are
working towards embedding the system into a small
device similar to a satellite navigation system that
could be attached to a windscreen.
“With the camera we can identify the lane
markings and install a warning system if the driver
goes too close to it,” says Professor Bräunl. “This
is especially useful for long-haul truck drivers. We
hope eventually to include more advanced functions
like emergency braking systems that could detect a
potential collision with advanced sensors, and which
would trigger full braking capacity with just a touch
of the brake. Possibly, in the future, with different
software it might even be part of a mobile phone.”
PhD student Adrian Boeing accompanied
Professor Bräunl on sabbatical to Munich where they
worked with those in the vanguard of this area of
research.
Above left: The Lotus Elise high performance car

UWA Extension Community Courses and Events 2010

FROM LITTLE THINGS, BIG THINGS GROW
CRICOS Code 00126G UWAEUNIV091101

UWA Extension has a new and exciting
range of short courses, public events and
professional development opportunities
in 2010. Here’s just a couple of them:
• Exploring ideas with Todd Sampson.
• Exploring the dark side of the Universe.
• Exploring community with Tim Costello.
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Enthusiasm is the only pre-requisite you’ll
need to attend. To find out more about
our courses, and how to enrol, call our
friendly team on 6488 2433, or email us
at extension@uwa.edu.au.
See more at www.extension.uwa.edu.au

UWA Extension
CONNECTING WITH COMMUNITIES

Another vehicle in the School workshop is a
racing car with a yawning hole where the engine
once sat. This is the 2001 Motorsports vehicle
conceived, designed by UWA students. It was raced
at the Formula SAE Championships in which UWA
continues to compete annually.
Its days of racing glory behind it, the open-wheel
car is being reborn as an electric vehicle that may
also compete internationally. UWA Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alan Robson has observed that the
Motorsports team has helped to put UWA on the world
map by winning top honours at several international
Formula SAE contests and engineering students
are confident that they can also win international
honours in the hybrid category. The vehicle will have
two engines mounted, one for each rear wheel. An
embedded electronics system takes over the function
of the no longer required mechanical differential.
Currently some 45 third and fourth year
Engineering students are working on the REV projects.
They represent a range of disciplines including
Mechanical, Mechatronics, Electrical, Computer and
Software Engineering.
The students are supervised by academic
staff, assisted by technical support staff as well as
volunteers from local organisations and business
groups. The REV project is funded by the University
and the WA Department of Planning and Infrastructure,
and is supported by donations from industry partners
Gull Petroleum and Galaxy Resources.
Team members are well aware that part of their
brief is to raise public awareness of the need for
sustainable transport systems. To this end they are
more than happy to showcase the cars and share their
knowledge with the wider community at events such
as ResourCity, Greenhouse, Sustainable Living Expo,
the Perth Sun Fair, UWA Open Day and even the Perth
Royal Show. The vehicles have also been taken to
Perth schools to raise awareness about sustainability –
and encourage interest in studying engineering.
Professor Bräunl stresses that the project
welcomes interested parties to join in this ambitious
endeavour either through sponsorship, volunteering,
donations and subsidies. They welcome visits to the
workshop from those interested in getting involved.
“These are exciting projects and they offer
students a great learning experience,” says the UWA
researcher. “There’s a real buzz in the workshop and
the students have a sense that they are helping to
shape the future.”
A consortium led by UWA and Murdoch
University recently received a Australian Research
Council Linkage Grant to install Perth’s first electric
vehicle charging stations this year. The aim of the
research project is to collect and evaluate data on
charging behaviour in order to forecast power and
grid capacity requirements for the next decade.
Data will be collected via 3G broadband as
well as from vehicles via black-box recorders. The

project will also serve as a demonstration installation
for larger charging networks with vehicle-to-grid
capabilities.
The charging stations will initially be made
available for use by some 50 vehicles from the Perth
branch of the Australian Electric Vehicle Association
(AEVA) and UWA, with additional cars becoming
available as part of a wider trial managed by
Perth-based company CO2Smart.
The project will run until 2012 and partners
include UWA, Murdoch University, the UWA Business
School, CREST, AEVA, the WA Department of
Transport, Gull Petroleum and CO2Smart.

Professor Thomas Bräunl with the device that will make
motoring safer (Photo: Lindy Brophy)

>> C ontact
Professor Thomas Bräunl
Associate Professor Kamy Cheng
Engineering, Computing and Mathematics
Phone 61 8 6488 3879
Website: www.theREVproject.com
WA Electric Vehicle Association
Website: perth.aeva.asn.au
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guest column

Thriving,

not merely surviving
The ABC’s Geraldine Doogue is equally
at home behind the microphone or
in front of TV cameras discussing
everything from the global financial
crisis on Radio National’s Saturday
Extra to the faiths that sustain people
across the world in Compass. One of the
nation’s leading broadcasters, the UWA
graduate recalled her time at UWA when
addressing the UWA Centenary Trust for
Women luncheon.

There are risks
in not taking
any risks in life.
I heard it put
like that just
the other day…
and thought it
very correct
30
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I think I have thrived, not merely survived – and
no-one’s more surprised than I!
And I recognise myself: something that a senior
Australian government minister told me was an aim
of hers, which I rather liked. However, I have changed
as well – as you do when life bowls up the usual
challenges.
My school-record was OK, I suppose, but
certainly not stellar, as the remaining few nuns from
Santa Maria College who have not gone to meet their
Maker would verify.
I came to this beautiful campus at the age of
16 years and 10 months and majored in history
with a Bachelor of Arts. My highest mark was a B
surrounded mostly by Cs.
There were no failures thankfully, but few
academic triumphs – along with some peak
experiences of learning that, on reflection, astonish
me, because they do still matter to me, being
seriously formative.
I learned to drink here: hot drinks firstly I might
add (that was the real breakthrough) then alcohol.
Dare I disclose that I didn’t lose my virginity here,
though I found (and lost) my first love.
Top left: Geraldine Doogue, and (inset) as a young reporter at
The West Australian (Photo: WA Newspapers)

I recall being terrified of that Darwinian provingground, the library wall, which sorted the mildly
sophisticated from the gauche-with-potential,
namely me.
I hated to be described as “intense”, as in “you’re
an intense girl aren’t you?” Aaagh! That travelled
widely, I discovered the other day when comparing
notes with my friend Christine, who completed
medicine and who also still reflexively recoils from
being dubbed “intense”. Not enough sexy patter and
too much curiosity, I’m afraid, but it paid off in the end.
I felt overwhelmed by the clever people who
nominated for the Guild of Undergraduates, like my
friend Mary Paltridge, who drew me, temporarily, into
a very smart crowd, at which I mostly gazed in awe.
Many went on to exercise considerable influence here
and elsewhere in the service of Australia.
But I adored the coffee shop and enjoyed Steve’s,
and there were moments when the knowledgegathering here was a complete thrill, at a level I’d
never encountered.
In History 1.4, The Rise of the West, Professor
Geoffrey Bolton invited us to imagine we were 14th
century Conquistadors hemmed in by the Spanish
court. “You’re looking to break out,” he’d tell us,
“and you discover the Americas.” Invariably, he’d
then add those immortal words of his: “Put yourself
in their shoes.” It was an enthralling introduction
to the real joy of historical narrative and its great,
under-appreciated yield.
Then there was Professor Eric Ten Raa, with his
dazzling experiences in Africa as an anthropologist,
who introduced me to click languages; and the truly
remarkable Ronald and Catherine Berndt, whose
collections on campus acknowledge their seminal
work studying Aboriginal societies and languages.
Did we realise what we had in them? Not
quite, no, though I knew they were special. They
introduced me to cultural relativism, pulling me
outside my certainties: after that, all was different
really. It’s possibly the greatest gift of tertiary
education, always with that suggestion of more to
come.
I also remember Prof Arnold Cook, the blind man
with the guide-dog who built on my economic history
knowledge – skills I tap almost every single week now
in my work.
And who could forget the impossibly glamorous
Bill Dunstone, in English 10, who spared me nothing
during a tutorial when I confessed to having difficulty
unravelling the imagery behind Yeats’ majestic Leda
and the Swan, an allegory about sexual intercourse –
as I was led to realise before the entire class. Ah yes,
I was fairly pleased when that particular tutorial came
to an end.
For complete light relief and friendships that last
to this day, the Perth Undergraduate Choral Society
was without peer. Ah, the fun, the harmonies –
they’ve never been trumped, specially the experience

of massive intervarsity choral singing, one of life’s
totally legal highs.
I didn’t necessarily think of it this way at the
time, but this University was the community that
nurtured my coming-out to the excitement of growth
– intellectual, emotional and spiritual. My family had
set me up for it, but Mum and Dad would never have
taken me to this next step, this stretching of self.
At UWA I joined in a tradition dating back to the
Enlightenment (and beyond). I was set on a definite
path, so it’s incredibly important to who I am.
However, my real emergence as a striver, and
maybe ego development, did not come about till
The West Australian newspaper, where I gained a
cadetship in 1972. Again, without realising at the time,
I was subject to the amazing influence of at least
four serious female reporters: Alex Harris, Catherine
Martin, Betty Sim and Jill Crommelin. All were A
or Super A grades (the pinnacle at the time), all
formidable, even though the paper hardly thought of
itself as waving a women’s liberation flag! But friends
who started at the Sydney Daily Mirror or the Daily
Telegraph just gasp at these numbers. Unheard of,
they say, in Sydney, where ‘the boyz’ were a caste
of their own, with their own code of honour and
honour-roll – and almost no admittance for women.

I recall being terrified
of that Darwinian provingground, the library wall,
which sorted the mildly
sophisticated from the
gauche-with-potential,
namely me
In reflection, I appreciate that while my real
nurturers were terrific men, those women colonised
my thoughts. I saw with my own eyes that journalism
offered possibilities. You met the people-who-weredoing-things. It wasn’t that they were famous, though
some were, but they were so inherently interesting
and the gauche-with-potential part of my character
took note, big-time.
Germaine Greer’s remarks that I collected around
about that time, started to quietly work their magic.
“The whole intellectual system of the Western world
has been built on differences between women and
men...and those differences have been exaggerated.”
It started to ring true to me. So even though I very
much liked being liked – that had been drilled into me
by my mother and by men who’d warned that “female
journos get HARD” – and even though I lived in
almost constant fear of ‘being found out’, I somehow
took up the challenges on offer and kept extending
myself. One way or the other, I must not have been
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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too afraid of failure, though it certainly didn’t feel like
that. Indeed, my view now is that while outright failure
is not to be advised – it can crush people’s spirit and
the climb-back is super-tough – if you’re not prepared
to be mediocre for a while when taking on something
new, not prepared to be a bit humbled, don’t bother
to even start. It’s a very important realisation.
In those days, during the 70s and 80s, before
these understandings, I kept trying to grow, not
realising that I was entering much more dangerous,
competitive ground that would be less benign. And I
got thwacked, by a big setback in the middle 1980s,
just when I’d started to believe it was safe to enter
the water, nay to preside over it. Ah well no, not quite,
you suddenly acknowledge, when the shock of failure
sets in – along with a bad case of limits-awareness,
which can be a bit crushing.
So what do you do?
Well you need to evaluate exactly what you’re
going through, and with friends. Know when
serendipity arrives, because it does, to virtually all of
us. Know when you are being helped by someone
who cares for your progress, even if they have harsh
words. They may be your greatest coach.
I suggest as well, learning to use this great
English language of ours to identify your emotions
as precisely as possible – a critical lesson to learn.
You’re stressed, you say? Well maybe, but what
are you really? Are you exhausted, envious, jealous,
heart-broken, furious, timid, sly or shy? Now we’re

Once a member
always a member
To update your membership
details go to www.coop-bookshop.com.au
and take advantage of yourmembership benefits.
Corporate accounts available.

The Co-op Bookshop
University of Western Australia, Guild Village
Hackett Drive, (Hackett Entry 2)
Nedlands WA 6009
Phone (08) 6488 2069 Fax (08) 6488 1007
Email uwa@coop-bookshop.com.au
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really into the serious territory of map-reading our
souls, giving yourself information about you that
no-one else can.
Generally, answers do emerge, even if you don’t
like them. Plus you might be best advised to supply
them to your boss, not waiting for him/her to dream
up solutions for you – whoever said that was the only
order of events? And you might find yourself starting
to take into your bones incrementally, the truth behind
Eleanor Roosevelt’s words: “No-one can make you
feel inferior without your permission.”
And eventually, it does become fun again – just
when you’d stopped thinking every day: when will I
feel good and carefree again?

At UWA … I was set
on a definite path,
so it’s incredibly
Important to who I am
Yes, these breakthrough moments defy
prediction. Give up your attachment to the outcome,
and like a sort of alchemy, serenity returns; not just
serenity, maybe even mastery. A feeling that one is
thriving creeps up on you once more, gentle at first,
but definitely there.
There are risks in not taking any risks in life. I
heard it put like that just the other day on my Radio
National network and thought it very correct. Maybe
it comes down to trying to work out the wisdom of
something the actor Sam Neill said to me on the
radio, which I wrote down because I think it’s about
perfect. “Always take your talent seriously...never your
career.” I think he meant it. Work that out and I truly
believe you’re close to solving it.
I haven’t talked about my overriding joys, my
friends (so many here, who’ve lasted throughout
my life, such a privilege), my relationships, my
incomparably rewarding children...because I’d
become sentimental. I know I’ve let some people
down along the way but I’ve also tried to be a very
good friend wherever possible.
And maybe I might close with a terrific summary
from one of the most accomplished graduates,
quoted in a recent edition of Uniview from his
address when receiving an Honorary Doctorate of
Letters last year.
“Whatever the walk of life you choose,” he said,
“you need to keep your wits about you as the years
go by. You must read the signs. You have to work out
whether you are on the way up or on the way down,
whether you are building on the skills you acquired at
university or simply marking time, whether you have
found your true vocation – be it scientist, merchant or
administrator. The key to it is to stay alert and strive.”
Do all that and indeed you may find yourself
thriving, not merely surviving.

Making a difference
Apart from providing the academic skills required for their careers, UWA hopes to
instil in students a desire to serve the community. That message is certainly reflected
in the extensive pro bono work undertaken by UWA graduate and senior litigation
lawyer at Corrs Chambers Wesgarth, Anna Rakoczy.

During high school, UWA graduate Anna Rakoczy
had long discussions on career options with her
mother, Elizabeth Rakoczy, a professor in UWA’s
Centre for Ophthalmology and Visual Science,
whose research has resulted in some significant
breakthroughs.
“My mother believed we all have a responsibility to
use our talents for the benefit of society. At the time I
had no idea what I wanted to do but I always had an
interest in working with people and helping others,”
recalls Anna.
“When I enrolled at UWA I studied a broad range
of subjects to try to figure out what I wanted to do. In
the end it was law that held my interest. I’ve always
been passionate about justice, human rights and
Indigenous equality issues and law is ultimately about
how humans structure social rules in order to live
together.”
At UWA, Anna volunteered for the Environmental
Defenders Office, Legal Aid, UniCamp for Kids,
PROSH, participated in the Unrepresented Criminal
Appellants Scheme and also undertook tutoring and
mentoring of high school-aged children.
After several months as an exchange student at
the University of British Colombia, Anna completed
her studies at UWA and then returned to Vancouver
to volunteer at a juvenile prison.
“I’d tutored and mentored ‘at risk’ teenaged girls,
but the prison brought me into contact with serious
offenders who’d committed armed robberies and
sexual assaults,” she recalls. “What was apparent
was that 96 per cent of the time they were just ‘kids’
craving love and support and boundaries and the rest
of the time they demonstrated serious mental health
issues and histories of drug and alcohol abuse and
family violence. All of the youths without exception
Above right: UWA graduate Anna Rakoczy. Inset: Anna
with a Tiwi Islander, one of the many children from remote
communities who benefitted from the Red Cross holiday
program

I believe that
who we are
is largely
the product
of the
opportunities
we’ve had and
the influence
of our
families
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had troubled family histories and mental health
issues.
“That struck a chord with me because I believe
that where we end up in life is largely the product of
the opportunities we’ve had and the influence of our
families. I think that’s part of what really drives me to
want to help people who suffer from disadvantage.”
For almost six years Anna worked as a litigation
lawyer with Clayton Utz and was involved with the
company’s pro bono program, which provides free
legal advice and services to charity groups. Recently
she joined Corrs Chambers Westgarth.
The UWA graduate has been a volunteer for the
David Wirrpanda Foundation, True Blue Dreaming
(rural youth mentoring program), the Young Lawyers
Committee and the Law Week School talks. In
2008, she travelled to the Tiwi Islands as part of the
Australian Red Cross holiday program for Indigenous
children.
That year, Anna was named the Young Lawyer
of the Year by the Law Society of WA. Her extensive
pro bono work was recognised by the Law Council
of Australia and she was commended for her
“continuous and outstanding contribution to the
profession and the community”.
Anna is currently involved with the Australian
Employment Covenant, an ambitious initiative led

by the Australian Children’s Trust. It aims to break
the cycles of welfare dependency and poverty in
Indigenous Australia.
“This program aims to bring Indigenous people,
Australian employers and government together
to train, mentor and find employment for 50,000
Indigenous Australians,” explains Anna who attended
the AEC launch at Kirribilli House in 2008. “The
government has endorsed this holistic project and
employers across Australia are committing to provide
jobs while training programs are being implemented.
“In my capacity as a volunteer for the Employment
Covenant I drafted the Covenant itself and associated
legal documents” says Anna. “I’m really excited about
continuing my involvement with the AEC because
I think it’s an amazing initiative that could make a
difference to the opportunities and lives of thousands
of Indigenous people across Australia.
“To date, the response from employers has been
incredible, particularly given the current economic
climate. There is so much goodwill in the public and
in the corporate world. People appear to be opening
their hearts and committing to the Covenant – and
that is very encouraging. Corrs Chambers Westgarth,
my new legal employer, has indicated that it looks
forward to providing substantial pro bono (voluntary)
legal services to the AEC.”

The Confucius Institute

at The University of Western Australia

The Confucius Institute at The University of Western Australia was the first to be established
in Australia and is dedicated to strengthening links between China and Western Australia,
especially in the areas of Chinese language training and cross-cultural awareness.
We offer access to specialist expertise in different aspects of Chinese culture, cuisine and
etiquette through:
• Language and cultural courses • Business culture and practices.
Our instructors have many years experience teaching non-Chinese students of all ages.

Your China Connection

UWA’s Claremont campus,
home of the Confucius Institute

Contact us on 6488 6888 or visit www.confuciusinstitute.uwa.edu.au

AUSTRALIAN VISAS

FREE
APPRAISALS

Keith Cook BEd, MSc, Registered Migration Agent
Number 0108109 of A & M Australian Migration,
is offering this special service.

Email: keith@a-maustralianmigration.com.au
Phone: (61 8) 9593 6307 Mobile: (61 0) 414 360 201
www.a-maustralianmigration.com.au
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France
apartments & cars
Agents for Australian owned French holiday houses.
Providing sound, practical car travel advice to European
travellers for more than 12 years. For example:
30 days car hire for 2 ___________ $1300.00
28 days apartment for 2 ________ $2100.00

Contact Pauline Ollivier
Phone: (08) 9367 4074 Mobile: 0428 674 074
Email: PaulineO@bigpond.net.au
Web: www.franceapartmentsandcars.com.au
In association with Travel Success – T.A.L. No. 9TA 1234
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Body torque and bauxite
On 30 October last year, 17 prestigious Postgraduate Research Travel Awards were
presented by Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association. Among the recipients
were Talitha Santini, awarded the Geoffrey Kennedy Prize and Cyril J. Donnelly, who
claimed the Alexander Cohen Prize. Rita Clarke talks to them about their research.
Two of the latest recipients of Convocation’s
Postgraduate Research Travel Awards are pursuing
research dear to most West Australians’ hearts. But
little did they know this would be so when they first
began to pursue their studies.
Talitha Santini blithely rolled through school, living
in the northern suburbs with her close-knit Italian/
Australian family, before she enrolled (with a TEE
score of 99.95) in Arts/Science at UWA.
Far away, Cyril Donnelly was growing up in
Niagara on the Lake, Canada, an old colonial town
and magnet for tourists. “Great for students – you
could always get a job and earn some money!”
Niagara on the Lake’s further claim to fame is its
production of ice wine, a unique and expensive local
delicacy. “You can only grow ice wine in a climate
where the weather snaps – where I lived it goes from
two degrees to minus 10 degrees Fahrenheit in two
weeks.” However, Cyril, uninterested career-wise in
ice wine, was busy following his brother’s footsteps
into professional American football. But fate
intervened. “I zigged when I should have zagged –
had to have a total knee reconstruction at the age of
21 – it was crazy!” And that was it for his dream of
American football stardom.
Sport of any description wasn’t a priority for
Talitha, although she always wanted to know how to
surf, and is presently practising on a big, red foam
surfboard, taught by her boyfriend, a fellow UWA
student. She says he is one of those people who can
do absolutely anything on water with a board.
Talitha, it seems, is one of those people who
might do anything academically. Winning top prizes
in Italian (her Arts major) wasn’t hard, but it didn’t
stop Talitha’s destiny either. Inevitably, soil science
became her raison d’etre. “I think it was because I
was always watching Captain Planet on TV when I
was little. I thought he was great,” she says, laughing.
“He solved environmental crime with the help of his
Planeteers who had five rings controlling wind, water,
earth, heart and fire.” So, when it was suggested she
research the problem of how to make bauxite residue
Talitha Santini and Cyril Donnelly received their awards from
Mrs Alison Kennedy and Dr Ken Michael, Governor of Western
Australia
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mud productive (under her primary Supervisor
Professor Christoph Hinz, School of Earth and
Environment) she jumped at it.
Bauxite is mined to extract aluminium, notably
in the Darling Ranges. Residue from the extraction
process is usually split into a sand and clay fraction
in order to construct mechanically stable residue
storage areas. However, when the residue is divided
into sand and clay, the sand lets water through too
quickly and the clay is too alkaline, neither of which
encourages plant growth. Just mixing them up hasn’t
been successful either.
For Cyril, a post-op meander through a pre-med
degree and thoughts of chiropractics, led him,
inevitably, it seems, to biomechanics. He is now,
understandably passionate about his research into
the biomechanics of injury prevention and health
promotion. The primary focus of his PhD research,
supervised by Assistant Professor David Lloyd and
Professor Bruce Elliott of the Faculty of Life and
Physical Sciences, is to determine how the control of
your upper body influences the loading on the knee
– causing strain and rupture of the anterior cruciate
ligament – noticeable when athletes change direction
or land during sports manoeuvres.
Both Talitha and Cyril, with the aid of the PGRTA
award, will be visiting the US in a bid to further their
research among their international peers.
Talitha will visit Texan and Arkansas field sites
and Texas A&M University to look at their novel
approaches to ameliorating bauxite residues. She
will also attend, at Knoxville, the 2010 Goldschmidt
Geochemistry Conference at which she hopes to
present a paper. After that, looms Guyana, once
a world leader in bauxite production. “Guyana has
residue deposits which are about 40 years old. There
are actually some plants growing in places, despite
very limited attempts at revegetation or amelioration,

so we’re wondering if, in time, our residues might sort
themselves out and if so, how long it will take – so I’m
going to look into it.”
The expertise Talitha acquires from these
overseas studies will be advantageous in her future
research collaboration with Professor Martin Fey,
recently appointed UWA Professorial Fellow (funded
by Alcoa of Australia Ltd, and BHP Billiton Worsley
Alumina Pty Ltd). The data she collects will also
benefit ongoing studies in the School of Earth and
Environment.
Cyril will visit the University of Tennessee to work
with some of the top researchers in biomechanics,
including host supervisor Dr Jeff Reinbolt, and
attempt to integrate a full-body optimisation tool into
the neuromuscular modelling software OpenSim.
“If it’s successful, we’ll be able to answer a variety
of ‘what if’ questions with knee joint loadings and
other joints, above and below the knee, and the
impact of this research on sports injury prevention
and future academic research will be boundless.”
Moreover, OpenSim, integrated with Cyril’s
procedure, will become freely available internationally
for biomechanical use in labs around the world.
And thus, hopefully, thanks to researchers of the
calibre of Talitha and Cyril, Western Australia will be
able to look forward to its citizens walking, with bodybalanced, knee-perfect gait, in a Darling Ranges
forested with plants, whilst sending forth revenue
raising, environmentally friendly, bauxite products,
and athletes with long careers.
Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association,
welcomes donations to our Postgraduate Research
Travel Awards, which enables students to further their
invaluable research Overseas. If you would like to
donate, please contact the Convocation Officer
on +61 8 6488 3006.

CONVOCATION, THE UWA GRADUATES ASSOCIATION
invites all graduates and other members of Convocation to attend its

First Ordinary Meeting
to be held on Friday, 19 March 2010 at 6.30pm for a 7.00pm start
in the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery
with reports from: Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alan Robson
Warden of Convocation, Mr Simon Dawkins
Guild President, Ms Emma Greeney
The results of the 2010 Convocation elections will be announced at the meeting.
Guest Speaker: Professor Robyn Owens, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research)
who will speak on Achieving Research Excellence
RSVP on +61 8 6488 3006 or via convocation@uwa.edu.au
Refreshments will follow the meeting
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From the Warden
We all appreciate that
Convocation must
continue to consider
new ways of reflecting
our role in this great
University. However
the key message we
have agreed is that
Convocation aims
to “be universally
recognised as the
representative voice
of the graduate body
in the governance and
affairs of the University
and in its interaction with the broader community”. We
also encourage graduates to retain an affiliation with
UWA and enjoy its academic and community offerings.
Guided by the Statute and the Strategic
and Operational Plan, we have made progress
in achieving the objectives we set ourselves. In
particular, we have ensured we are equipped to
handle the statutory responsibilities associated with
our role. Going forward we have identified some key
areas of interest:
• Engagement with graduates – We plan to
build on our initiative in social media (Linked
In) and create more events such as our help
to form of the UWA Historical Society in 2009
and co-presentation of the inaugural address,
featuring Justice Robert French.
• Capacity – We aim to ensure that we can meet
the increasing costs of activities and demands
on the office.
• Links with other graduate bodies – We plan
to work with faculty graduate bodies on campus
and improve communication between graduate
bodies across Australia.
The key ongoing activities of Convocation include
the two Ordinary Meetings, the Warden’s official
welcome at all graduations, provision of 60 awards
for academic, sporting and cultural achievement,
including (with others) 18 significant awards for
postgraduate travel, and the celebration event for the
graduates of 50 years ago. Promoting and organising
the election of graduates to the University Senate is
also a major task.
My thanks go to Members of Council, the
Committee Convenors and committees for their
contribution to our activities and deliberations and
the staff, Daniela Giovannetti and Hayley Newberry.
We welcome back Juanita Perez who returns to her
position of Convocation Officer.
I also want to particularly thank David
Hodgkinson, the Deputy Warden, who has played

a valuable role as the Convenor of the Statutes
Committee and helped Convocation meetings remain
productive and creative. Dr Sue Baker, the Immediate
Past Warden, continues to provide me with sound
and valuable advice.
I want to also thank Cathy Tang and James
Fogarty who have indicated that they will not be
seeking re-election after many years of effort on
behalf of UWA graduates.
Simon Dawkins
Warden

Convocation-elected
members of Senate
Convocation elects four members to the UWA
Senate. Each Convocation-elected Senator
serves a four-year term.
As a result of amendments to the UWA Act
in 2005, the terms of Senate members who
are elected by Convocation became ‘uneven’.
Three positions will now become vacant this
year (2010), with the fourth becoming vacant in
2011.
An objective of the Council of Convocation’s
Strategic and Operational Plan is to work
towards realigning Convocation-elected
positions on Senate. The Council believes that
an annual election for one Convocation position
on Senate is clearly desirable.
This year the Council begins its review of
the UWA Act and the UWA Statutes. As part
of that review, which will begin with Statute
No 12, ‘Method of Election by Convocation of
Persons to be Members of the Senate’, it will
examine ways to achieve annual elections for
Convocation-elected Senators.
Another objective of the Strategic and
Operational Plan is to resist any change to
the UWA Act which would reduce the number
of Convocation-elected Senators. The Plan
makes provision for the implementation of
a membership education programme to
raise awareness of the right to participate in
Convocation and Senate elections as voters
and candidates and, if required, adoption of
a campaign to oppose any such change to
the Act.
David Hodgkinson
Deputy Warden
Convenor of Convocation’s Statutes Committee
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50th Reunion Luncheon 2009
Convocation’s famous annual 50th Reunion Luncheon for Graduates of 1959
was held on Sunday 22nd November in Winthrop Hall.
The 50th Reunion luncheon for Graduates of
1960 and earlier will be held on Sunday
31st October 2010 in Winthrop Hall. We have lost
contact with a few graduates listed below. If you
have any idea of their whereabouts please contact
the Convocation Office on +61 8 6488 3006 or
convocation@uwa.edu.au

Dr John Gladstones, who was instrumental in
recognising the potential of Margaret River as a
wine producing area, gave the keynote address at
the luncheon. Below are some of the graduates and
guests who attended the function.

Sitting left to right: Professor Jennifer Searcy, Winthrop
Professor Bill Louden, Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Kenneth
and Berta Von Bibra, Ross Chappell, Penny and Rory Argyle.
Standing left to right: Emeritus Professor David Black, David
Treloar and Pauline Tremlett, Convenor of the
Convocation Outreach Committee

Dr John Gladstone, Warden of Convocation Simon Dawkins
and Emeritus Professor David Black

Dr John E A Alderson, Ms Veronica J Balchin,
Dr William W Barker, Mr Athol M T Barrett, Mr Clive
M Beck, Ms Isfriede M Bekker, Professor Peter J
Bentley, Dr Philip E Best, Mr Colin G Blake,
Mr Robert W Blythe, Ms Diana F E Cardell Oliver,
Mr Geoffrey G Carter, Mr Robert P Chambers,
Mr Eric A Creighton, Ms Judith A Crozier,
Mr Frederick T Elliott, Mr William O Ewing, Dr Kevin
E Forward, Mr Geoffrey R Gatti, Dr Bruce J Graham,
Mr Rhys I Gray, Mr Hugh De Havilland Hamersley,
Ms Leslie Hart, Mr Alexander S E Horan, Mr Robert
B Hughes, Mr Richard Jeffreys, Dr Mara Jindra,
Mr Siebe Jorna, His Excellency Lance L Joseph,
Mr Brian A Kent, Ms Rosemary Langford, Dr Peter
Lawrence, Mr Clement Der-Yew Ling, Mrs Fay P
Lorimer, Mr Peter H Lucich, Mr Alastair J MacMillan,
Mr Stewart R Marks, Mr Philip R T Martin, Mr Ian L
K McNaughton, Ms Jennifer A Medcalf, Mr John A
Merritt, Ms Kathleen Moriarty, Mr Austin W Mumme,
Mrs Pamela F Nielson, Mr Frederik Olgers,
Mrs Alice A O’Loughlin, Miss Merle J Peacock,
Mr Frank Percival, Mr Ian J Purdie, Mr Peter D
Rappolt, Mr Anthony W Richardson, Mr James N
Rolfe, Mr Robert J Scott, Mr Francis P Sharples,
Ms Patricia E Slater, Mr Brian Smith, Mr Neville
J Smyth, Ms Kathleen G Snook, Ms Margaret A
Stephenson, Dr Alfred N Stewart, Mr Bernard P T
Sutherland, Mrs Patricia H Turner, Sister Margaret
A Wallwork, Mr Joseph E Walsh, Dr Margaret W
Watt, Mr Russell G Wilkinson, Mr Trevor H Williams,
Dr John J Williamson, Mr Ian J Witham, Mr Hendrik
Wolzak, Mr Hong Yee Wong, Ms Meng-San Wong
and Ms Susan C Yelland.

Election of three members of Senate by Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association
and election of Warden and Deputy Warden of Convocation
Candidates for Senate are:
• John William (Bill) BIGGS
• Simon Lee DAWKINS
• James Nicholas DEVENISH
• Warren Merton KERR
• Raoul Oehmen
• Ian Keith PASSMORE
• Hilary Ann SILBERT
• Pauline Marie-Louise TREMLETT
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Candidates for the position of Warden are:
• Lesley Ann CALA
• Simon Lee DAWKINS
Candidates for the position of Deputy Warden are:
• Lesley Ann CALA
• David Ivor HODGKINSON
Voting papers are enclosed and must reach the
Convocation Officer in the envelopes provided no later
than 5.00pm Tuesday 9th March 2010.
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Uniview is sent to UWA graduates throughout the world which makes GRAD BRIEFS a great way to keep in touch
with fellow graduates. Why not send in some information about where you are and what you are doing? You could
also send a good quality photo – either a hard copy photo on photographic paper or a digital image (tif or jpg file
at 300 dpi). We will return hard copy photos if requested. Send details by email to terry.larder@uwa.edu.au or
post to Terry Larder, The University of Western Australia, M427, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009.
luxury homes. Former classmates
can contact him at gip@
gageroadsgroup.com.au

1940s
Ernest Biddiscombe (BSc(Agric) 1942;
MSc(Agric) 1953) attended Northam Senior
High School then was a resident at St George’s
College while studying at UWA (1938-41) with
the support of the Seeligson and Hackett
studentship. Following University Air Squadron
training in 1942 he enlisted in the RAAF and
entered the Empire Air Training Scheme, joining
RAF Bombing Command in the UK from
1944-45. His research career was with CSIRO
Divisions of Plant Industry (Canberra 1945-65)
and Land Research Management (Perth
1966-84). His work involved field experiments
in sheep grazing management of natural and
sown pastures; growth of introduced pasture
species in controlled environment cabinets;
botany, ecology and the mapping of natural
vegetation communities in the central west of NSW. His last post before retiring was as Principal Research
Officer, evaluating comparative growth of Eucalypt species on salt-affected farmland in the south west of WA.
Ernest writes that in quiet retirement he has kept in contact with Agriculture and other fellow graduates mainly
through graduate reunions and further association with UWA may well lie in counselling his grandson who is
hopeful of pursuing a Natural Science degree.

1950s
David Forman (BSc(Hons) 1959)
is a retired geologist and lives in
Canberra. Former classmates can
contact him at davidf@webone.
com.au

1960s

Richard Simonsen (BE(Hons)
1962) retired in 1994 after
a long career working with
the Ford Motor Company
in Melbourne, USA and the
Philippines. He has been the
CEO of Aurora Solar Cars for
the past two years, followed
by a 10-year association
with the abalone industry
in designing and building
specialised equipment for
farmed abalone. Richard’s other
passion is winemaking and he
lives in Curlews, Vic. Former
classmates can contact him at
simonsen@pipleine.com.au
Haydn Lloyd Davies (PhD 1966)
was appointed Director of the
MC Franklin Laboratory at the
University of Sydney in 1968.
In 1973, he was appointed the
Foundation Professor of Pastoral
Science at the University of
NSW and retired from academe
in 1989. He lives in retirement
in Sydney and writes that he is
still active in the NSW Grassland

Gerard Hoyne (PhD 1993)
has recently been appointed
Associate Dean of Health
Sciences at Notre Dame
University Australia. Gerard spent
the last seven years as Laboratory
Head at the ANU’s John Curtin
School of Medical Research.
Former classmates can contact
him at ghoyne@nd.edu.au

Society. Former classmates can
contact him at hldavies@bigpond.
com
John Pratt (BA 1969) completed
a Master of Arts degree in
Creative Writing at Edith Cowan
University in 2007. He retired from
teaching and is a Scholarship and
Excellence Award winning PhD
student at Edith Cowan University.
He has written plays and novels,
most notably Mosquito, which
aired on ABC Radio and was
presented at the Blue Room. His
latest work is Grey Hair, which will
be in production next June.

Patrick Cornish (BA 1970;
MA 1980) writes that 40 years
after completing a double major
in English and French, he has
another double – two part-time
writing and editing jobs, one
for Relationships Australia
and the other for Volunteering
WA. He also enjoys weekly
tennis. Patrick and his wife live
in Floreat and they have two
grandchildren.

1980s
Graham Stockdale (BSc 1962;
DipEd 1963) taught science at
Northam Senior High School
and was Head of the Science
Department from 1968-70;
and Head of the Science
Department at Esperance
Senior High School from 1971
until his retirement in 1997.
He lives in Albany and lists
his hobbies as travel, tennis,
model-making and hiking.

1970s
Alec O’Halloran (BSc 1972) is
a PhD student in the Research
School of Humanities at the
Australian National University. His
project is a biography of the artist,
Mick Namarari Tjapaljarri (19261998), a Pintupi man from west of
Alice Springs.

Rochelle Airey (BA 1989; DipEd
1990) writes that after 18 years
working at various locations with
the WA Education Department,
she has embarked on a career
change. Rochelle completed an
LLB through Deakin University
under the external studies
program and also completed a
course at the College of Law. She
is now working for Talbot Oliver
in Perth and was admitted to
practice last December.

1990s
Gianpaolo Crugnale (BEnvDes
1993; BArch(Hons) 1995; MBA
2003) is a past recipient of a
Convocation prize and is kept
busy with his company, Gage
Roads Construction, a design
and construction company of

Alex Chu (GradDipMgt 1996)
writes that after 35 years, he
retired in 2008 from the role of
Assistant to the Vice-Chancellor
(International Liaison & Special
Projects) and Assistant to the
Pro Vice-Chancellor, College of
Sciences, Massey University,
NZ. In addition to working in
the international liaison and
entrepreneurial areas, as a
pasture agronomist, he has
also been actively involved in a
number of poverty eradication
projects in SW China. In 2001,
he was awarded the prestigious
State Friendship Award by
the Chinese Government
for significant contribution
to Chinese agriculture and
agricultural education. In 2003,
he was appointed an Officer
of the New Zealand Order of
Merit (ONZM) and last year was
awarded the Vice-Chancellor’s
Award for Outstanding Service
to Massey University. Alex writes
that he has a very satisfying
career and the training and
experience gained at UWA has
been very useful in his career.
Former classmates can contact
him at alexchu@clear.net.nz

2000s
Alexander Coghlan (BE(Hons)
2002; BCom 2002) worked on
the Palm Islands project in Dubai
for two years before heading to
London to work on the 64 storey
building, the Pinnacle. He is now
back in Perth and works as a civil
engineer for BHP Billiton Iron Ore.
Louise Whittell (BSc(Hons) 2006)
writes that she is near the end
of PhD studies in Pharmacy at
Curtin University of Technology.
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people improve the quality of their
financial lives. Former classmates
can contact him at marcuslee10@
gmail.com
Matthew Connell
(GradCertSptSc 2008) writes that
he has started his own business,
Minton Media, a multi-media
production company which
specializes in web video. Former
classmates can contact Matthew
at minton22@hotmail.com

Mark Cunningham (BCom 2006)
has been working for Ernst &
Young for the past four years. He
writes that he has also completed
the Certified Accounting program.
Marcus Lee Weiren (BA 2007)
lives in Singapore and writes that
he is currently enjoying working as
a financial consultant and helping

Robert Savage (BSc (Hons)
2009) lives in Melbourne and
works as a research assistant
with the Defence Science and
Technology Organisation (DSTO).
He writes that his role is to assess
the physical standards of all the
trades within the Australian army,
which involves both some field
work and office work and he
has applied many of the Human
Movement Exercise and Sport
principles he learnt through
his studies at UWA. Former
classmates can contact Robert at
robbie.savage1@gmail.com

Festschrift celebrates career of
UWA professor
Emeritus Professor Don
Bradshaw’s distinguished career
as a researcher was recently
acknowledged by fellow scientists
with the publication of a festschrift – a
small volume containing contributions
from colleagues encountered
throughout his long career.
Published by UWA Publishing
and entitled Art, Science and
the Environment, the publication
comprises articles that are original
and thought-provoking, reflecting
Professor Bradshaw’s passion for zoological research, a talent and
understanding of the arts, a love of France and a desire to manage
and conserve the environment. Their breadth ranges from a search for
new ways of measuring time to how Picasso’s paintings have inspired
predictive diagnostic tests in human pathology.
Art, Science and the Environment was launched by Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alan Robson who spoke of the UWA graduate’s significant
contribution to the University from the time of his appointment to the
Chair of Zoology in 1975 to his retirement in 2004. It is on sale at The
Co-op Bookshop.

DO YOU HAVE A
BOOK TO PUBLISH?
The UK’s leading independent publisher is now
seeking new manuscripts in all subjects.
For an appraisal please send your manuscripts to:

MELROSE BOOKS

St Thomas’ Place, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB7 4GG, UK
Phone: 01353 646608 Fax: 01353 646602
info@melrosebooks.com www.melrosebooks.com

(ref: UV)
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Supporting women in resources industry
With resources playing a major role in our economy and women playing
an increasing role in the sector, UWA graduate Claire SomervilleBrown is keen to promote the industry to young women and support
new recruits.
“I am looking for expressions of interest from women who would like
to be involved in a program that supports students in schools and
universities who are interested in moving into the sector,” says the UWA
graduate. “Recently I met with the Chamber of Minerals and Energy to
discuss this possibility and the result was that we saw an opportunity to
set up a Young Women in Resources Speaker Squad. The chamber is
happy to be involved and clearly there is a need for such a program.
“The idea is to recruit a team that will be available to provide assistance
and real life stories from young women who were not long ago in high
school or university and to present them to other students.
“My personal motivation is to encourage women into careers that they
may not have thought were available or possible. I hope to let other
young women share my experiences and knowledge of mine sites and
conditions to paint a realistic picture of what to expect and how to enter
the industry.
“I’d love to hear from young women within the sector who might join
the squad whether they are in technical, operations, maintenance,
professional or office support areas. The squad would be available on
request from schools and universities.”
If you’d like to support this initiative, contact Claire Somerville-Brown on
+61 8 9530 2169 or 040 4555 054. Email: Claire.Somerville-brown@
alcoa.com.au
Claire, a consultant at the Pinjarra Refinery of Alcoa of Australia, has
wide experience. Her role includes evaluating the health and safety
system to ensure compliance with global company standards as well
as Australian regulations and practices. She has applied her skills in
risk reduction and management, as well as coordinating audit and
loss prevention protocols, through several mining sectors primarily the
refining area but also mining, port and railway sites.

When you advertise in Uniview
you’re in good company
The University of Western Australia’s flagship publication has a
print run of more than 50,000 copies.
Uniview goes to all graduates and is distributed to every
secondary school in Western Australia and all public libraries.
To date our advertisers have included technology, tourism and
theatre companies, banks, wineries, bookstores and international
and national conservation and charity foundations.

Advertising in Uniview puts you in good company.
Phone: +61 8 6488 1914 or email: Trea.Wiltshire@uwa.edu.au
UniPrint 70321

Hedda Koenig (MComm
St 2007) is a Brand Project
Manager for an international
company based in Germany.
She writes that she has fond
memories of her study time at
UWA and is hopefully planning
to return to Perth soon.

Renae Dayman (MB BS 2009)
has been working as an intern
at Sir Charles Gardiner Hospital
since January 2009. She was
recently given a one-year contract
at Princess Margaret Hospital in
early 2010.

UniPrint 70321

Being a member of
Unicredit really adds up

free access to the second largest
network of ATM’s in the country
+ Free personal banking service, over-the-counter *
+ Visa Access card with no application or ongoing fees
+ Personal lending consultant service for home, investments & personal loans
+ As a ‘mutual’, profits are retained to the benefit of all members
With free access to EFTPOS, Visa and internet banking, you’ll
have the opportunity to experience great personal banking
service.* Access cash, pay your bills or transfer your funds with
personal service - over the counter. When you can’t make it to
a branch you’ll have free access to both credit union rediATMs
and NAB’s ATM network.
To find out more, just call into our Main Branch and Lending
Centre, next door to the Broadway Shopping Centre, Nedlands
- or call by one of our campus branches.

Unicredit is your local
banking alternative, with
friendly counter service,
full internet banking and a
range of card products.

Everyone can join Unicredit, and as a ‘mutual’ organisation all
profits are retained in the Society to the benefit of all members.

Rates and further information : www.unicredit.com.au

= it all comes back to our members !
UWA Branch

Nedlands Branch

1st floor, Guild Building
11am-3pm, Mon-Fri
Ph 6488 1218

80 Broadway
9am-4pm, Mon-Fri
Ph 9389 1011

Car Loans - Home Loans - Term Deposits - Financial Planning - Insurance - Visa Access
at UWA, Curtin, Murdoch and 80 Broadway, Nedlands

* Membership maintenance fee of $2 a month is only charged if total account values are less than $500. Terms, conditions & fees apply. This information does not take
into account your personal situation and you should consider if it’s appropriate. Please read our Information, Terms and Conditions in conjunction with the Fees brochure
available from the branch. The University Credit Society Ltd. AFSL 244168.
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Thank you
“We welcome and greatly appreciate the generous support that many companies and individuals have
given to invest in the future of business education, provide opportunities for our students and increase the
capabilities of the workforce in our state.”
– Professor Tracey Horton, Dean of the Business School

2009 Business School Board

Thanks to the support of more than 750 individual and company donors, including our Associate Circle and Affiliate Circle donors, the Business
School has established 26 new scholarships, 10 new prizes, 2 new Professorial Chairs, and 4 new Visiting Professor and Fellow programs.
Leadership Circle

Directors Circle

Executive Circle

Investors Circle

Dr Michael Chaney AO
Rick Crabb
Denis Cullity AO CMG & Ann Cullity AM
Trevor Eastwood AM & Judy Eastwood
Sir Rod Eddington
Andrew Frazer
David MacKinlay
James & Meredith McClements
Dr Stan Perron AM & Jean Perron
Dr John Poynton AM
Don Voelte & Nancy Keegan
Futuris Corporation
McCusker Charitable Foundation

Mark & Paige Barnaba
Craig Coleman
Adrian & Michela Fini
Richard & Janine Goyder
Dr David Griffiths & Julanne Griffiths
Professor Tracey Horton & Jonathan Horton
Dr Anthony Howarth AO & Sally Howarth
Mark & Carissa Paganin
Brad Rosser
Clinical Professor Fiona Wood AM
John Willinge & Melina Higgins
Criterion Properties
Entrust Private Wealth Management
Mannkal Economic Education Foundation

Robyn Ahern & Family
Anthony Barton
Ian Burvill
Neil Hamilton
James & Cate Mactier
Professor Larry Sjaastad
Heather Zampatti
Akamai Management Group
HBF Health Funds Inc

Tony Adcock
Robert & Nancy Browning
Warren Coli
Karen Field
Warwick Hemsley & Family
Dr Patricia Kailis AM OBE
Tim Lyons
Gene Tilbrook
Alan Roughead
aussiehome.com
BT Financial Group
GEM Consulting

BC&YUNBS107

Principal Partners

International Investment and Trading

Major Partners

BC+YUNBS227 CRICOS Provider No. 00126G

Supporting Partners

Gold Corporate Circle Member

Silver Corporate Circle Members

To contribute to developing business education
for the Western Australian community, please
contact Melissa Callanan on (08) 6488 5834.
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